
Passive Skills 481 

Chapter 481-this wave is settled 

Zhang Shan took a look at the Hammer’s passive skill description. 

Although it only had a 1% chance of triggering, there were no surprises. 

But Zhang Shan was still very happy. 

as long as it was a passive skill, he would not mind it no matter how trashy it was. 

Besides, Hammer’s passive skill was quite good. 

Five times the critical damage was extremely powerful. 

even if there was only a 100% chance of triggering the skill, it would not matter. 

It was still a critical hit. 

Zhang Shan closed the skill panel and continued to clear the monsters. 

After about five or six minutes, they finally reached the demon medicine Master Workshop. 

Standing outside the workshop, he saw the door open. 

Everyone looked inside. 

An old demon man was holding a pill furnace in his hand and mumbling something. 

However, none of this was important. 

The important thing was that the door was open. 

All they had to do was to charge in and kill the BOSS. 

it was still the same as when he fought the demon blacksmiths. 

Zhang Shan brought a few people with supporting occupations and entered the apothecary workshop. 

The rest of them stood outside the door and waited. 

After Zhang Shan had pulled the BOSS steadily, they would come in and attack the demon medicine 

master together. 

When the demon medicine master saw Zhang Shan and the rest. 

He immediately stopped mumbling and waved the pill furnace in his hand. 

A series of small fireballs flew towards Zhang Shan. 

Damage -180674. 

‘F * ck, even a normal attack can deal 180000 damage?’ 

Why were all the bosses in this city so powerful? 



looking at the damage value, zhang shan was shocked. 

Just now, the demon apothecary did not deal a critical hit. It was just a normal fireball, but it dealt more 

than 180000 damage. 

There was simply no justice. 

This damage value was completely on par with the demon representative from the previous monster 

attack. 

One had to know that the demon representative was a BOSS with a real name. 

He hoped that this demon medicine master didn’t have any other amazing skills. 

Otherwise, it would really be a little difficult to deal with. 

Zhang Shan was speechless. 

These bosses were each more powerful than the last, so he didn’t want to last until the end. 

If they really couldn’t deal with the demon City Lord, that would be nonsense. 

Of course, although the damage of this demon race apothecary’s fireball was very strong, it was still very 

strong. 

However, to Zhang Shan, it was not a threat at all. As long as he did not have any other explosive skills, 

he would be fine. 

A normal attack dealt over-180000 damage. 

To others, it was a second down. 

But to Zhang Shan. 

His HP had long since exceeded 650000. 

with the damage dealt by the demon medicine master just now, zhang shan could withstand it many 

times. 

Not to mention that there were so many support big shots standing behind him. 

Even if he relied on his own lifesteal effect. 

They could both withstand it for a long time. 

This kind of injury, to Zhang Shan, was nothing. 

After Zhang Shan had secured the demon medicine master. 

The others also rushed into the apothecary’s workshop, casting all kinds of damage skills at the demon 

apothecary. 

The blood volume of the demon race’s medicine master dropped rapidly. 



Zhang Shan held his hand cannon, firing non-stop as he checked the attributes and skills of the demon 

medicine master. 

[ demon apothecary (red): level 70, attack 50000, hp 500 million ] 

skill 1, pill fire, skill 2, fire enchantment (passive), skill 3, demon god’s will, skill 4, flaming mountain. 

Status: Holy demon’s protection. 

... 

[ pill fire: the demon apothecary uses a pill furnace as a weapon. the pill furnace spurts out flames to 

attack an enemy target, increasing damage by 100%. ] 

[ fire enchantment (passive): the fire of the demon apothecary, after being enchanted by the pill 

furnace, increases all fire-type damage by 100%. ] 

[ Demon God’s will: when in danger, the demon race apothecary will summon the demon God’s will to 

assist in battle. ] 

[ Flaming Mountain: the demon apothecary turns his pill furnace, and flames will pour down like a 

mountain. It will cause large area damage to the target area. ] 

Effective range: 50 yards. Duration: 15 seconds. 

[ Holy demon’s protection: Suan ni ] 

After looking at the attributes and skills of the demon medicine master, Zhang Shan felt very strange. 

The other skills were fine. 

However, Zhang Shan really did not understand the demon medicine master’s ultimate move. 

The description of the flaming Mountain skill did not state how many times the damage it would deal. 

was it just normal damage? 

... 

However, he had to consider the fact that the flaming Mountain skill had a very long duration. 

It was possible that it was just normal damage. 

If it was like the other bosses ‘ultimate skills ... 

If it was also five times the damage, then Zhang Shan would have to use a big move to be able to 

withstand it. 

Thinking about it carefully, it should be impossible. 

It was probably just normal damage. 

The demon medicine master’s big move should be focused on range and duration. 

It didn’t focus on a single explosive damage. 



After all, the duration was 15 seconds, and it was within a 50-yard radius. 

other than zhang shan, in the entire game, it was impossible for there to be a second person who could 

stand within this damage range for fifteen seconds. 

With the demon apothecary’s 50000 attack power and fire enchantment, it increased the damage by 

100%. 

That was 100000 damage per second in theory. 

If it lasted for 15 seconds, it would deal 1500000 damage. 

Who could withstand this? 

But to Zhang Shan, that was still fine. 

After all, Zhang Shan himself could still suck blood. 

He had over 650000 HP and 15 seconds of lifesteal. 

His total HP would definitely exceed 1.5 million. 

As long as he understood it correctly. 

Then, this demon medicine master would not pose any threat to Zhang Shan. 

He hoped that his understanding of the flaming Mountain skill was correct. 

Otherwise, it would be nonsense. 

while zhang shan was looking at the attributes and skills of the demon race’s medicine master. 

The other people present were also checking. 

After looking at the boss’s attributes and skills, Windcloud blade ridiculed in an exaggerated manner. 

f * ck, this demon race medicine master can’t be the reincarnation of the elderly Lord, right? he even 

created a Flaming Mountain. 

“Who said he’s the reincarnation of the elderly Lord? He’s obviously the reincarnation of the Monkey 

King. The flaming Mountain was created by the Monkey King.” 

“Nonsense. Without the elderly Lord’s pill furnace, where is brother monkey going to get the flaming 

Mountain?” 

“If brother monkey didn’t push down the pill furnace, where would the flaming Mountain come from?” 

“f * ck, what are you two arguing about? did you not pay attention to the main point?” 

focus my ass. Although this demon medicine master is very powerful, six-barrel boss can definitely 

handle it. Don’t worry. 

but the demon apothecary’s ultimate skill is a little outrageous. The damage lasts for 15 seconds. I’ve 

never seen a boss ‘ultimate skill with such a long duration. 



“Yeah, this Flaming Mountain skill is very strange.” 

“What’s so strange about it? it’s just 15 seconds. It won’t double the damage, so it’s not a problem for 

the six-barreled boss.” 

“the damage won’t be doubled? Are you sure?” 

it must be. If the BOSS’s ultimate skill will increase the damage, why isn’t it mentioned in the 

description? ” 

maybe it’s not reflected in the skill description. 

impossible. If it doesn’t show, what’s the point of having a skill description? ” 

that’s right. The damage of boss skills, if there’s no special prompt, is usually normal damage. 

that’s right. Otherwise, what’s the point of having a skill description? it’s better to just say the name of 

the skill. 

“Haha, that’s clear.” 

hearing the team members ‘discussion, zhang shan was relieved. 

He felt that these big shots were right. 

the BOSS’s skill description could be hidden in other aspects. 

However, he definitely couldn’t hide the skill damage. 

As long as the skill description did not indicate anything, it was definitely normal damage. 

In that case, things would be easier. 

Didn’t the demon medicine master’s Flaming Mountain only last for 15 seconds? 

It was only 100000 damage per second. To Zhang Shan, this amount of damage was nothing. 

he could completely withstand it by sucking blood. 

It was even easier than dealing with the pill fire skill of the demon race’s medicine master. 

After all, the pill fire skill could still deal around 180000 to 190000 damage to him. 

This ultimate skill of the flaming Mountain only had a theoretical damage of 100000. 

Zhang Shan relied on his own blood-sucking effect to withstand the demon medicine master’s big move 

without any pressure. 

Of course, that was Zhang Shan. 

If it was someone else, it would definitely not work. 

This was because when others were tanking the BOSS, they completely had to rely on the support to 

heal. 



Without a healer, the other players would not be able to fight the BOSS. 

But Zhang Shan was different. 

Even without a support, Zhang Shan could still tank many bosses. 

As long as the BOSS’s explosive damage wasn’t too outrageous. 

He would be able to tank the BOSS’s damage alone. 

zhang shan’s lifesteal effect was still very powerful. 

After adding the priest’s attack blessing. 

His current attack power had reached more than 110000. 

Although the demon apothecary still had the Holy demon’s protection state, which reduced damage by 

50%. 

However, with his strong attack power, Zhang Shan could still deal more than 50000 damage with each 

attack. 

Based on his 25% lifesteal effect ... 

A single attack could drain more than 10000 HP. 

He could now attack two to three times per second in a regular attack. 

In other words, Zhang Shan could absorb more than 30000 blood per second. 

If he activated his berserk skill, he would be able to absorb even more. 

this was without taking the critical hit effect into account. 

Zhang Shan had so many insurrection passive skills, in addition to the Holy attack effect of the three 

divine weapons. 

In fact, the amount of blood he could absorb every second would be much more. 

In addition to himself, he had more than 650000 HP. 

In the absence of a healer, it was a piece of cake to withstand the damage of the demon pharmacist’s 

big move. 

Since the demon medicine master’s ultimate move did not pose a threat to Zhang Shan, then other skills 

were even less of a problem. 

The group of them surrounded the demon medicine master and attacked him continuously. 

Everyone was constantly throwing out all kinds of skills. 

The demon medicine master’s HP was being madly reduced by them. 

After a while, the demon medicine master lost 20% of his health. 



When his HP dropped to 80%. 

Behind the demon medicine master, a huge Phantom of a Demon God slowly rose. 

Everyone’s HP was dropping at a rate of 6000 per second. 

However, this was not a problem at all. 

Feng Yun Qing Qing placed the totem pole in the middle of the crowd. 

Everyone’s HP was very high. 

Even the fragile professions had around 70000 to 80000 HP. 

in addition, the totem had a hp recovery effect. 

They easily passed through a wave of BOSS skills. 

It had to be said that Feng Yun Qing Qing’s totem skill was really awesome. 

Zhang Shan and the rest had obtained this skill book when they were in the novice village. 

It was sold to Feng Yun Qing for a million blue dollars. 

This price was really too cheap. 

If it was now, it would be worth hundreds of millions of gold. 

The price of such a skill book would definitely exceed ten million gold coins. 

It wasn’t just because the totem skill was really useful. 

Especially when fighting bosses, it would often have a miraculous effect. 

The usefulness of totem skills was one thing. 

The key was that this skill book was extremely rare. 

in any case, up until now, zhang shan had never seen a second witch doctor in the entire game that had 

a totem skill. 

Not only had he never seen it before, Zhang Shan had never heard of anyone else having this skill. 

This totem skill had become Feng Yun Qing Qing’s exclusive skill. 

It was similar to Zhang Shan’s passive ejection. 

Other players only knew the effects of the skill. As for what the skill book looked like, other players had 

no idea. They had never seen a skill book before. 

There was no second skill book. 

one must know that this game had been on for quite some time. 

It had been almost half a year. 



As long as the drop rate of skill books was not too rare. 

No matter what, there should be a few people who had learned this skill, right? 

However, the truth was that he did not. 

from this, one could see how valuable such a rare and useful skill book was. 

It was a pity that he had sold it to Feng Yun Qing for a million blue dollars. 

Of course, that was only the first day of the game. 

Who would have known that this skill book would be so rare? 

Moreover, one million blue dollars was a huge sum of money to Zhang Shan at that time. 

Although the money was split among five people, Zhang Shan only received 200000 blue dollars. 

however, 200,000 blue dollars was still a huge sum. 

With his previous monthly salary of more than 5000 Yuan, even if he didn’t eat or drink, it would take 

several years to save that much. 

Hence, it seemed that selling the totem skill book to Feng Yun Qing was a loss. 

But at that time, they didn’t lose anything. 

After overcoming the demon God’s will skill. 

Everyone continued to focus fire on the demon race’s medicine master. 

it had to be said that in this game. 

The BOSS’s damage was unbelievably high. 

However, the players ‘damage was not to be trifled with. 

This was especially true for the group of high-level players. The damage they dealt was even more 

powerful. 

Although everyone’s level was basically more than 20 levels lower than the demon race’s medicine 

master. 

However, the damage that everyone dealt was still very high. 

Under the continuous attacks of the demon apothecary and the others, their HP dropped rapidly. 

It only took a little more than a minute. 

They had almost reduced the demon medicine master’s HP to half. 

Feng Yun realm said. 

let’s retreat first and leave three supports behind to help six tubes heal. 

After Feng Yun realm had finished speaking. 



the others retreated one after another. 

Only Zhang Shan and the three support players were left. 

To these three support players, they were just cannon fodder. 

They had to keep healing Zhang Shan before the demon pharmacist cast his ultimate skill. 

Try to increase Zhang Shan’s blood volume and maintain it in a healthy state. 

Although after the demon medicine master’s big move came out ... 

They would all fall to the ground. 

However, before he fell to the ground, it was still necessary to stabilize Zhang Shan’s health bar. 

Because after the demon medicine master used his big move ... 

Even if they, the support, wanted to heal Zhang Shan, they could not. 

At that time, Zhang Shan’s surroundings would definitely be covered by the demon race’s medicine 

master’s big move. 

No one could get close. 

At that time, Zhang Shan would have to rely on his own lifesteal to survive the 15 seconds of the big 

move. 

After the others had retreated, Zhang Shan continued to fire at the demon medicine master. 

Behind him, the three support players kept healing him. 

This allowed Zhang Shan’s health to be maintained at a high level. 

Not long after, Zhang Shan had reduced the demon medicine master’s health to half. 

when his hp dropped to 50%. 

The pill furnace in the demon medicine master’s hands suddenly stopped shooting fireballs at Zhang 

Shan. 

The damage to Zhang Shan stopped for a moment. 

at that moment, the demon medicine master suddenly threw the pill furnace in his hand into the air. 

With Zhang Shan as the center, endless flames poured down from the pill furnace. 

In an instant, Zhang Shan was drowned in a sea of fire. 

Damage values of 80000 to 90000 appeared above Zhang Shan’s head continuously. 

As for the three support classes who were originally behind him to heal him, they had long since fallen 

to the ground and left. 

Zhang Shan, who was in the sea of fire, kept firing. 



The high damage from his hand cannon had helped him recover a lot of HP. 

However, it still didn’t seem to be enough. 

The demon medicine master’s Flaming Mountain skill was much more powerful than Zhang Shan had 

imagined. 

It did not mean that the flaming Mountain skill had a high damage value. 

The damage of the flaming Mountain skill was still stable, a single damage of 80000 to 90000. 

However, the damage value was jumping too fast. 

In Zhang Shan’s image, it was a normal BOSS ‘continuous skill. 

The damage would jump every second. 

However, the demon medicine master’s Flaming Mountain move didn’t seem to be like this. 

Although Zhang Shan could not calculate it in detail, he knew that the damage would definitely jump 

more than once per second. 

It might be more than twice. 

The damage was jumping too fast. 

Above Zhang Shan’s head, there were 80 to 90 thousand damage points that kept popping up. 

And Zhang Shan’s health was also dropping rapidly. 

Even if he was still attacking and sucking blood. 

He still couldn’t stop it, and his health bar dropped rapidly. 

Zhang Shan gave it some serious thought. 

This could not go on. 

If his health bar continued to drop at this rate ... 

Don’t even talk about holding on for 15 seconds. 

he might not even last ten seconds. 

The description of the boss’s skills in the game was too unreliable. 

It seemed like he was about to be scammed. 

He only had one way to stop his health bar from dropping. 

That was to activate the fanatic skill. 

It was impossible to use the God’s descent now, even if he fell to the ground. 

the big move had to be left for the demon city lord. 



although zhang shan did not know how strong the demon city lord was. 

However, he definitely needed a big move to be able to withstand it. 

He could only rely on the fanaticism skill now. 

as long as he activated fanaticism, zhang shan’s attack speed would double. 

By relying on its violent attack speed, it would definitely be able to absorb back a portion of the blood. 

But even so, it still seemed a little dangerous. 

The fanaticism skill only lasted for six seconds. 

in other words, zhang shan could only unleash his power for six seconds. 

After six seconds, he still couldn’t stop his health bar from dropping. 

I don’t care anymore, I’ll just try it as a last resort. 

When his health bar was almost empty, he would activate fanaticism. 

The only good thing was that they were standing in the sea of fire. 

The rate at which his HP dropped was almost constant. 

this was because the demon apothecary’s flaming mountain skill would not trigger a critical hit. 

Zhang Shan did not have to worry at all. The demon medicine master suddenly dealt a critical hit and 

killed him in seconds. 

He could calculate the rate at which his health bar was dropping more accurately. 

Zhang Shan kept shooting at the demon medicine master while staring at his own health bar. 

He did not care about the duration of the flaming Mountain skill. 

Who cares how long it will last? 

When his health bar was almost empty, he would use fanaticism to suck a wave of health. 

Time passed in a tense manner. Zhang Shan did not know how much time had passed. 

It could be ten seconds, or even five seconds. 

When he saw that his health bar was almost empty ... 

Zhang Shan decisively activated his fanatic skill. 

The violent bullets kept on sweeping towards the demon medicine master through the hand cannon. 

After activating fanaticism, Zhang Shan finally stabilized his health bar. 

However, he only managed to stabilize himself and did not fall to the ground. 

in fact, he was still on the verge of empty health. 



Once the fanaticism skill’s duration ended, he would instantly fall to the ground. 

At this crucial moment. 

the special effect of a single shot, holy strike, was activated, instantly dealing over a million damage. 

In just a short while, he had recovered nearly 300000 HP. 

The Holy attack ignored all defense. Even the Holy demon’s protection could not block the effect of the 

Holy attack. 

After sucking back a tube of blood. 

Zhang Shan’s health had stabilized at half. 

However, this state could not last for long. 

This was because the fanaticism skill only had a duration of six seconds. 

It would end soon, and it was unknown how long the demon race medicine master’s Flaming Mountain 

skill would last. 

Zhang Shan had not carefully calculated the time of the BOSS’s big move. 

Once the fanaticism skill’s duration ended, Zhang Shan’s health bar would drop rapidly. 

He couldn’t hold on for long in his half-health state. 

Zhang Shan kept on firing his guns while muttering, critical hit, critical hit. 

Now, only Holy Strike and critical hit could save his life. 

And it wasn’t just a single critical hit. 

He had to continuously hit the critical hit effect or the Holy hit. 

He didn’t know if it was Zhang Shan’s nagging or if his luck was good enough. 

At this critical moment, he fired another Divine Strike. 

In an instant, Zhang Shan’s health was almost full. 

Zhang Shan laughed happily. This was a sure win. 

Chapter 482 the pomegranate grenade skill, you are worth it 

After activating fanaticism, Zhang Shan fired two consecutive shots of Holy Strike, and the output was 

explosive. 

To Zhang Shan, if there was damage, there would be lifesteal. 

The two divine strikes had almost completely drained his HP. 

This time, Zhang Shan was relieved. 



Even though he wasn’t sure how long it would take for the demon race’s medicine master’s big move to 

end. 

However, he was almost at full health now. He could at least hold on for a few more seconds. He should 

be stable. 

After a short while, the six-second duration of fanaticism was over. 

But the demon medicine master’s Flaming Mountain skill was still ongoing. 

Zhang Shan was still standing in the sea of fire. 

Without the berserk skill’s explosive damage. 

The efficiency of Zhang Shan’s lifesteal had been greatly reduced. 

His own health recovery speed couldn’t withstand the damage from the demon medicine master’s big 

move at all. 

Zhang Shan’s health bar started to drop rapidly again. 

However, he was out of tricks at this time. 

I can’t use my big move now. 

he couldn’t use any other skills. 

However, he had already withstood it for so long. The demon race’s medicine master’s big move should 

also be ending soon. 

Zhang Shan kept shooting and attacking while looking at his health bar. 

He waited nervously for the demon medicine master’s big move to end. 

After another two to three seconds. 

when zhang shan’s health bar had dropped to a third. 

The sea of fire that had drowned Zhang Shan suddenly disappeared. 

The demon medicine master’s big move had already ended. 

The moment the effect of the flaming Mountain skill disappeared, the demon apothecary took back the 

pill furnace. 

A ball of pill fire was shot towards Zhang Shan. 

Zhang Shan’s remaining health bar was almost empty. 

at this moment, the guild leaders who had been retreating quickly came forward. 

More than twenty of the supporting jobs quickly rushed behind Zhang Shan. 

A group of support classes kept on waving the weapons in their hands, madly healing Zhang Shan. 



Very quickly, Zhang Shan’s blood volume was raised. 

Seeing that his health had returned to a healthy state, he was out of the critical period. 

Zhang Shan could not help but let out a long sigh. 

That was too close just now. 

He almost thought that he was going to fall to the ground. 

Everyone had underestimated this Fiend Race medicine master. 

it was mainly because they had been checking the BOSS’s skills just now. 

He had been deceived by the skill’s description. 

Damn it, although the demon medicine master’s Flaming Mountain was also normal damage, it didn’t 

have a double effect. 

However, the speed at which the damage was dealt was ridiculously fast. 

Originally, Zhang Shan had thought that, under normal circumstances, a BOSS’s wide-area skill would 

deal damage every second. 

If it was just normal damage, he could rely on his lifesteal effect. 

He could completely withstand it without any problems. 

However, when Zhang Shan was standing in the sea of fire just now, the speed at which the damage 

jumped out ... 

It would jump out at least three times per second. 

It was simply too fast. 

Wasn’t this equivalent to three times the damage? 

The system’s description of the demon pharmacist’s ultimate skill was really f * cking deceptive. 

He had almost killed Zhang Shan. 

Fortunately, his luck was good and he managed to use the divine Strike twice. 

furthermore, the other critical hit passive skills were also triggered continuously after activating 

fanaticism. 

He had saved his life. 

If he was unlucky, he would have definitely fallen to the ground. 

... 

After the demon medicine master’s big move ended. 

The bosses of the other guilds quickly rushed over and kept throwing out damage skills. 



Windcloud blade ridiculed as he swung his axe at the BOSS. 

it was too f * cking dangerous just now. The demon race’s medicine master’s big move is much fiercer 

than we thought. 

The bosses of the other guilds also ridiculed. 

“Yeah, the damage just now was a little scary. The damage is constantly jumping, definitely not just once 

a second. This demon medicine master doesn’t play by the rules at all.” 

” i’ve observed it carefully just now. the damage value that appeared above the six-barreled boss ‘head 

is three damage values per second. ” 

“Oh, really? i didn’t calculate it carefully, but the damage jumped very quickly.” 

that’s right, it jumped three times a second. I calculated it. 

“f * ck, doesn’t that mean that the demon medicine master’s big move is actually three times the 

damage? Damn it, the description of the skill didn’t show it. This is too much.” 

actually, the skill description isn’t wrong. The damage of the demon pharmacist’s big move just jumped 

very quickly, but it didn’t directly double. The skill description didn’t show it, so it makes sense. 

... 

“that’s true, but isn’t this a scam?” 

isn’t it normal to scam people? which game doesn’t scam people? ” 

“Alright, that’s reasonable.” 

the bosses in this game are getting harder and harder to deal with. Even someone as powerful as six-

barreled boss almost lost. I really don’t know how other people beat the BOSS. 

hehe, that’s obvious. We’ll just kill the BOSS and it’ll be over. 

“Yes, as long as there are enough people, many bosses can still be killed by numbers. Of course, real 

name bosses are an exception.” 

who cares how the others fight? we just need to kill the BOSS. 

haha, that’s right. Work hard and quickly destroy the demon pharmacist. 

Although everyone was blowing water continuously, their hands were not idle. 

All kinds of damage skills were thrown at the demon medicine master. 

under their siege, the demon medicine master’s hp dropped rapidly. 

To be honest, with the demon medicine master’s 500 million HP, he really couldn’t take the hit. 

Not long after, the demon medicine master was beaten into a berserk state by them. 

After going berserk, the demon medicine master became even more fragile. 



Zhang Shan summoned the Panda bear. He checked to see if the Panda bear’s combo skill had cooled 

down. 

The Panda ball’s combo skill had a cooldown of ten minutes. 

He had already used it once when he blew up the demon blacksmith. 

From the time he had blown up the demon blacksmith until now, Zhang Shan was not sure if it had been 

ten minutes. 

It took them less than three minutes to beat the demon medicine master. 

However, it took them a lot of time to move from the blacksmith shop to the apothecary workshop. 

As for how long it took, Zhang Shan did not pay attention. 

In total, it should have been ten minutes. 

zhang shan took a look and saw the status of the panda team’s skills. 

He found that his combo skill was still on cooldown. 

However, it was almost done. It would be ready in about ten seconds. 

Hehe, just in time. 

The demon apothecary had just entered the berserk state and still had 20% of his health left. 

They still had to fight for less than half a minute before they could empty the demon medicine master’s 

health bar. 

At that time, the Panda ball’s combo skill would definitely be off cooldown. 

with everyone’s rapid attacks, after another 20 seconds, the demon apothecary’s health was emptied. 

Zhang Shan saw the opportunity and controlled the Panda ball to launch a combo skill, killing the demon 

medicine master in one fell swoop. 

&Lt; system announcement: congratulations to Feng Yun realm, six-barreled Bodhisattva, and heart 

follows me monastic robe for killing the demon medicine master. &Gt; 

Skill point +1, medal +100. 

[system notification: your passive King talent has been triggered by killing the demon medicine master.] 

passive skill fire enchantment obtained. 

Seeing this system notification, Zhang Shan was shocked. 

He didn’t step on dog sh * t today, so why was his luck so explosive? 

After killing the two bosses, he had triggered the passive King talent and obtained a passive skill. 

The two bosses that they had killed were only normal red bosses. 



According to Zhang Shan’s previous experience, the chances of triggering a talent were very high when 

killing a normal red boss. 

but it wasn’t as high as this. 

Killing two of them would trigger two more. 

His luck today was still not bad. 

of course, although he had gotten a passive skill again, he still had to be careful. 

But to be honest, the fire strengthening skill of the demon pharmacist was a very powerful skill. 

to zhang shan, it was of no use. 

It wasn’t that the effect was small, but it really had no effect at all. 

the damage dealt by hunters were all physical attacks, completely unrelated to fire. 

No matter how he strengthened it, it was useless. 

He was not a fire mage. 

If it was a fire mage, it would be a top-tier skill if he could get a passive skill like fire enchantment. 

If this fire enchantment skill was given to a fire mage, it would be more powerful than anything else. 

However, to Zhang Shan, such a passive skill could only be used to make up for the numbers. 

It was completely useless. 

of course, it didn’t matter if the fire enchantment was useless to him. 

He wouldn’t lose anything with an additional passive skill. 

he didn’t even need to spend a single skill point. it was a completely useless skill. who cared if it was 

useful or not? 

An additional passive skill would be good to look at. 

Zhang Shan opened the skill panel and looked at the newly acquired fire enchantment skill. 

even if it was a useless passive skill, he still had to take a look. 

[ fire enchantment (passive): enhances all fire-type attacks, increasing fire-type damage by 10%. ] 

Alright, initially, Zhang Shan still had a little bit of hope. 

He was looking forward to the changes that would happen to this fire enchantment skill after he 

obtained it. 

It would also be effective on him. 

However, after reading the skill’s description ... 

zhang shan had completely given up. 



To him, it was a completely useless skill. 

Other than the fact that when Zhang Shan used the intermediate incendiary bomb, there would be 

some fire damage. 

At other times, the damage was purely physical. 

To Zhang Shan, the damage caused by the intermediate incendiary bomb was like adding flowers to a 

brocade. It did not have much of an effect. 

Fire enchantment was a passive skill, and the slight increase in damage was completely negligible. 

But it didn’t matter, it was better than nothing. 

Zhang Shan looked at the skills panel again. 

Now, he had already obtained nineteen passive skills of all kinds. 

These passive skills were of great help to him. 

It could be said that a third of his strength came from these passive skills. 

However, 19 passive skills was still a little too little. 

He was still far from his goal. 

Zhang Shan was thinking of getting a few hundred passive skills. 

He would take it slow, there would be passive skills. 

When Zhang Shan was looking at the skills panel, the other guilds ‘bosses were also chuckling. 

How could he not be happy? 

They had killed the BOSS again, and it was the first kill. 

Everyone was rewarded with a skill point. 

This was more practical than anything else. 

Furthermore, the items that the BOSS had dropped had yet to be opened. 

Although the demon medicine master was only an ordinary red BOSS, it was still a monster. 

However, they might be extremely lucky this time. 

It was important to note that even normal red bosses would drop divine weapon molds. 

Up until now, no player had obtained a divine weapon mold by killing a normal red BOSS. 

But didn’t it just open not long ago? 

Perhaps they were lucky and might be the first. 

After the demon race’s medicine master fell to the ground, a group of people surrounded Feng Yun 

realm and kept talking. 



“Boss, quickly take a look, did anything good drop?” 

“Yeah, it would be great if a divine weapon mold dropped.” 

“Don’t think too much. Is a divine artifact model that easy to drop? The demon apothecary is just a 

normal red BOSS.” 

so what if it’s a normal red BOSS? a normal red BOSS can also drop a divine weapon mold. 

“Didn’t you see the official announcement? Normal red bosses only had a very small chance of dropping 

divine weapon molds. Don’t you know what an extremely small probability is? it’s only called an 

extremely small probability when the probability is similar to stepping on dog poop.” 

brother, don’t be so pessimistic. Maybe we’ll get lucky this time. 

that’s right. We should be optimistic. Even if there’s no divine weapon mold, it’s fine if there are other 

items. 

“That’s right, just like the demon blacksmith just now, didn’t he destroy this Berserker’s heart? It’s not 

too bad.” 

why are you talking so much nonsense? boss, hurry up and activate your equipment. 

Feng Yun realm said after checking his inventory. 

there’s no divine weapon mold, but it dropped again this time. It’s a trash skill book. 

After Feng Yun realm finished speaking, he displayed the items dropped by the demonic medicine 

master on the party channel. 

As Feng Yun realm had mentioned earlier, there was only a trashy skill book. 

Hence, Zhang Shan did not have much expectations. 

He only took a glance at the items Feng Yun realm displayed. 

There were three red equipment, one red material, and one skill book. 

Eh? This was a skill book for the Hunter class, pomegranate scatter bomb. 

What the hell was this skill? 

Zhang Shan had never seen this skill book before. 

Let’s take a look at the description of the skill book. 

[ shrapnel: releases a shrapnel attack on the target area, causing large area damage. ] 

1% damage, damage range 50 yards, cooldown 15 seconds, mana cost 2000, class requirement: Hunter. 

While Zhang Shan was looking at the skill book’s description, the other Guild bosses were also looking at 

it. 

Seeing the description of the skill book, everyone couldn’t help but complain. 



“F * ck, what kind of rubbish skill is this? what the hell is a 1% damage?” 

yeah, the damage range is as large as the ultimate skill, but the amount of damage is too little. 

“Maybe after I level up my skills, I can increase the damage.” 

“That’s still useless. Even if it’s raised to 10%, so what?” 

yes, even if it’s 10% damage, it won’t have much of an effect. 

the key is that the mana consumption of this pomegranate bomb skill is very high. It costs 2000 mana to 

cast a skill. An average level 40 Hunter might not even have enough mana to cast a skill. 

“it’s definitely not enough. i’m level 40 now and only have a little more than 1000 mana.” 

“What a trashy skill. Has anyone seen this skill book before?” 

“Yes, I’ve seen someone use it before when they were farming monsters. One shot of scattered bullets 

could kill a large number of wild monsters. However, the damage is pitifully low.” 

He heard everyone’s discussion. 

Zhang Shan touched his chin. 

Had this skill book ever dropped before? 

he had never seen one before. 

However, from what they said, this pomegranate grenade skill ... 

After the level increases, the damage will increase. 

If that’s the case, this skill doesn’t seem to be that bad. 

If it was only 1% damage. 

Then it would be completely useless, and it would really be a trash skill. 

Even for Zhang Shan, the theoretical damage was as high as 110000. 

Even if he used shrapnel, he would only be able to deal 1000 damage. 

No matter how large the damage range was, it was useless. 

Now, whether it was the players or the monsters. 

They usually had tens of thousands of HP. 

What could 1000 damage do? 

Even if Zhang Shan had a lot of skill points left, he did not want to waste them on such a rubbish skill. 

However, if the damage ratio of the shrapnel skill was increased to 10% ... 

That seemed to be a little useful. 



With Zhang Shan’s attack power, a shot of scattered bullets would deal more than 10000 damage. 

Moreover, the damage range of the shrapnel skill was extremely large. Just like the ultimate skill, it had 

a damage range of 50 yards. 

With such a large damage range, plus more than 10000 damage. 

Whether it was a chaotic battle or killing monsters. 

To Zhang Shan, they were all of great use. 

Although it couldn’t instantly kill players or monsters, it was a skill with a large area of effect. 

This was exactly what Zhang Shan needed. 

He didn’t even have a single AoE skill other than his ejection passive. 

Whether it was fighting or farming monsters. 

He could only kill them one by one. 

When the targets were densely packed, they could rely on the catapults to be passive, killing twelve 

targets at once. 

But most of the time, people weren’t that stupid. 

They all stood together and let him fight. 

Therefore, it was still necessary to get a skill that could kill one’s opponent at a time. 

Furthermore, as his equipment and level increased, Zhang Shan’s attack power would also slowly 

increase. 

This pomegranate grenade skill should be stronger the further one went. 

All in all, Zhang Shan was worthy of the pomegranate bomb skill. 

As for the Hunter’s low mana ... 

Zhang Shan did not need to care about this at all. 

Hunters had less mana, but that was for others. 

zhang shan had a lot of blue. 

When he had occupied the demon-suppressing city, he had received two rewards of 1000 points for all 

attributes. 

His current intelligence attribute was also over 2000. 

The upper limit of his mana was more than 20000, which was higher than many intelligence-based 

professions. 

He didn’t need to worry at all, as he didn’t have any blue skills. 



Zhang Shan said to Feng Yun realm after some careful consideration. 

“Boss, give me this pomegranate grenade skill book.” 

Hearing Zhang Shan’s words, the others all revealed surprised expressions. 

They were surprised, but not because Zhang Shan had asked for items. 

In reality, the reason why everyone could easily defeat the BOSS was entirely due to Zhang Shan’s 

presence. 

Otherwise, a level 70 red BOSS would not be so easy to deal with. 

If not for Zhang Shan. 

For a red BOSS as powerful as the demon medicine master, it would be impossible to kill it without a 

large number of people falling. 

Every time they fought a BOSS, they relied on Zhang Shan. 

Tanking the BOSS and dealing damage were all dependent on him. 

Therefore, generally speaking. 

As long as there were items that Zhang Shan needed, they would directly distribute them to him. No one 

would have any objections. 

But the problem was, this was such a trashy skill book, why would Zhang Shan want it? 

everyone expressed their confusion. 

“Six-barreled boss, what do you want this trashy skill book for?” 

“hehe, big boss six-barreled has a lot of skill points anyway, so i can learn it for fun. with just one shot, 

the damage range of 50 yards is still quite frightening.” 

don’t talk nonsense, this skill is very suitable for the six-barreled boss. His attack power is so high, and 

with the large area of effect damage of the pomegranate bomb, it will be very effective. 

“F * ck, if that’s the case, it really does seem like it.” 

“That’s true, if the damage ratio is raised to 10%. The damage caused by the six-barreled boss’s 

pomegranate grenade skill is still quite considerable.” 

with the six-barreled boss’s attack power, it seems to be able to deal more than 10000 damage. 

no way! Isn’t that even higher than my explosive damage? ” 

are you kidding me? what do you have to compare with the six-barreled boss? ” 

when the six-barreled boss’s attack power increases a little more, this is equivalent to the damage of an 

ultimate skill. And it’s only a cooldown of 15 seconds. It’s terrifying. 

but this pomegranate bomb skill requires 2000 mana. Six-barreled boss added all his points to agility, 

right? does he have that much mana? ” 



are you out of your mind? the six-barreled boss did it twice and received a reward of 1000 points for all 

attributes. How can he not have mana? ” 

“F * ck, let’s not talk about it anymore. It’s just jealousy.” 

sigh, the six-barreled boss is already so abnormal, but he’s still getting stronger. This is too much. 

“Brother, don’t be jealous, hehe.” 

Feng Yun realm glanced at everyone and then distributed the pomegranate scatter skill book to Zhang 

Shan. 

after zhang shan received the skill book, he immediately learned the skill. 

He was not lacking in skill points. 

He still had more than 20 skill points, so much that he could sell them. 

After learning the pomegranate grenade skill. 

Zhang Shan immediately maxed out his skill. 

After maxing out the pomegranate glow skill, he checked the skills. 

[ shrapnel: releases a shrapnel attack on the target area, causing large area damage. ] 

10% damage, damage range 50 yards, cooldown 15 seconds, mana cost 2000, class requirement: 

Hunter. 

Hehe, after maxing out the skill points, it really was 10%. 

Chapter 483 Explosive fireball 

After Zhang Shan had maxed out the pomegranate powder skill. 

He discovered that the skill damage ratio had really increased to 10%. 

This was very satisfying. 

10% damage wasn’t considered high for many players. 

It should be said that it was too low. 

However, Zhang Shan was different. His attack power was terrifyingly high. 

Even if the pomegranate grenade skill could only deal 10% damage. 

It was still very scary. 

After adding the priest’s attack blessing status, he was able to cast the spell. 

Under normal circumstances, Zhang Shan could have dealt more than 10000 damage with his 

pomegranate bomb skill. 

More importantly, the pomegranate grenade skill was a large AoE damage skill. 



It had a 50-yard damage range, just like any other class’s ultimate skill. 

Furthermore, the cooldown time of the pomegranate bomb skill was only 15 seconds. 

Four shots of shotgun in a minute would wipe out a large area. 

This damage wasn’t any worse than other people’s ultimate skills. 

A small skill could have the effect of a big move. How terrifying would that be? 

Although the damage of the shrapnel was not very high at the moment. 

It only dealt around 10000 damage. 

However, with the improvement of equipment and level, the damage effect of the pomegranate 

grenade skill would only become stronger. 

Let’s not talk about the future. 

In this Twin City, there might be a divine weapon that Zhang Shan had used for his mission. 

It was an Qisheng who had told him. 

The other ring of the heavenly Eagle King might be in the hands of the demon Race City Lord of Twin 

City. 

Although an Qisheng didn’t say it explicitly, Zhang felt that it should be the case. 

If he really managed to get his hands on another divine artifact ring ... 

Then his attack power would have a substantial increase. 

at that time, the damage of his shrapnel skill would be even more powerful. 

Just imagine, a pomegranate bomb skill every fifteen seconds was equivalent to an infinite number of 

ultimate skills. 

How fierce would that be? 

Just thinking about it made him excited. 

From the start of the game until now, Zhang Shan had basically been relying on his passive skills to 

survive. 

He barely got any useful active skills. 

Now, he had the pomegranate grenade skill. 

It made him very happy. 

Seeing Zhang Shan’s happy expression, wind and cloud blade asked him. 

after maxing out the skill, the damage is 10%? ” 

Zhang Shan replied. 



“Yes, I am.” 

“big brother, you’re awesome.” 

the six-barreled boss has always been. He’s super awesome. 

but he’s going to be even more awesome in the future. He has infinite ultimate skills. 

sigh, when I saw the six-barreled boss’s skill, I instantly felt that my ultimate skill wasn’t as good as it 

used to be. 

“That’s Bullsh * t. The pomegranate shrapnel skill would only be awesome if it was used on the six-

barreled boss. If others learn this skill, they will only be trash.” 

“Who said it wasn’t?” 

forget it, I’m not jealous anymore. Let’s go find the next BOSS. 

“Which BOSS do you want to fight next?” 

Wind and cloud blade replied. 

“Demon race’s priest.” 

then let’s get it done. Let’s head to the altar. 

A group of people rushed out of the medicine master’s workshop. 

The Guardian Warriors stood in the front row, and the others stood at the back. They advanced towards 

the demon altar. 

Zhang Shan stood at the back, firing as he moved forward. 

... 

He saw that the streets in the city were densely packed with wild monsters. 

Zhang Shan used a scattered bullet skill and fired it at the group of wild monsters in the distance. 

It instantly covered a large area of monsters. 

Even though it looked a little scary. 

However, the damage was indeed not that good. 

Although the number of wild monsters that could be covered by the pomegranate scatter bullet 

technique was large ... 

However, the damage dealt to each monster was only around 5000 to 6000. 

This damage value was not bad for other people. 

After all, other than Zhang Shan, there were no other players who could have over ten thousand pure 

attack power. 



The demon monsters here were all under the protection of the Holy demon, so their damage was 

reduced by half. 

The damage they could deal normally was around 3000 to 5000. 

... 

It was not even as damaging as Zhang Shan’s Pomegranate Punch. 

but to zhang shan. 

5,000 to 6000 damage was a little low. 

Even though the monsters had the Holy demon’s protection. 

However, with Zhang Shan’s powerful attack power ... 

If he attacked normally, each shot would deal around 50000 to 60000 damage. 

The wild monsters were so dense here, and Zhang Shan’s catapulting passive could also be perfectly 

utilized. 

Relying on the ejection passive, he could take down 12 wild monsters with two shots. The speed at 

which he cleared the monsters was still very fast. 

Of course, even though Zhang Shan’s normal speed of clearing monsters was already very fast. 

However, he couldn’t deny that the shrapnel skill was quite useful. 

A pomegranate grenade landed, covering all the monsters within a 50-yard radius. 

There were so many monsters here that one shrapnel could cover at least two thousand of them. 

It was equivalent to someone else dealing thousands of damage. 

therefore, although the damage of the pomegranate shell skill was still not satisfactory, it was already 

powerful enough. 

under everyone’s swift and violent attacks, they advanced step by step. 

However, the demon altar was a little far from the apothecary workshop. 

it couldn’t be helped, as twin city was indeed big enough. 

Even if there weren’t any monsters blocking their way, they would probably have to run for two to three 

minutes to get to their position. 

If they were to clear the monsters like this, even if they were advancing very quickly, it would probably 

take more than ten minutes to reach their destination. 

“Everyone, don’t save your skills. If you have AoE skills, throw them out.” 

that’s right. We should hurry up. If we take this slow, how long will it take for us to reach the demon 

altar? ” 



At this moment, a Big Shot with ultimate skills said eagerly. 

“Why don’t I use a big move? that way, we can clear the monsters much faster, hehe.” 

“damn it, are you burning up?” 

you’re crazy. Do you need to use your big move to clear the small monsters? ” 

ignore him. There’s something wrong with his brain. He’s so far away. Can he solve the problem with 

one big move? ” 

In response to these people’s arguments, wind and cloud blade spoke up. 

“Don’t mess around, you have to save your big moves. When it’s time to fight the demon City Lord, we 

don’t know what will happen. Maybe we’ll need a big move to save the day.” 

There was a basis for wind and cloud blade’s words. 

when they had attacked the demon suppression city, they had encountered a sea of wild monsters in 

the garrison commander’s manor. 

however, the monsters at that time were all level 50 demon warriors. 

With Zhang Shan’s powerful firepower, they could still break out. 

If he had encountered the same situation in Twin City, he might have needed to use a big move to 

resolve the situation. 

LV 70 demon fighters had over 80000 HP. 

Even Zhang Shan had to fire two shots to kill a monster. 

It was even worse for the others. They could only kill one monster after fighting it for about 20 times. 

With such a high damage efficiency ... 

If they encountered a sea of wild monsters and attacked them. 

Then it would be very difficult to resist. 

Last time, they were at the garrison commander’s Manor and were surrounded by a Sea of Monsters. 

As for whether they would encounter a similar situation again, it was hard to say. 

other than the governor’s manor, they didn’t know much about the situation in the city lord’s manor. 

When they attacked the demonic city, they had to fight the bosses one by one. 

not yet, they had advanced to the city lord’s mansion. 

Who knew what would happen when the time came? 

What if a sea of demon soldiers charged at them while they were fighting the demon City Lord? 

The wild monsters here were all LV 70 demon Warriors. 



Even though their equipment and skills were considered top-notch among the players. 

However, facing a sea of demon soldiers, other than Zhang Shan, the others might not be able to hold 

on. 

At that time, he might need a big move to save the situation. 

Otherwise, the demon City Lord was already difficult to fight, and there was still a sea of small monsters 

causing trouble. 

Then what’s the point of it? 

Therefore, regardless of whether he could use it or not, he had to keep the big move, just in case. 

They advanced all the way to the demon altar. After more than ten minutes of hard work, they finally 

reached the demon’s altar. 

They had finally reached the center of Twin City. 

he saw a huge altar standing in the empty square. 

On the right of the altar was the demon garrison commander’s Manor, and on the left was the city 

Lord’s Manor. 

They wanted to kill the demon Priest first, and then kill the garrison commander. 

Only then could he fight the demon City Lord. 

According to his previous experience, as long as he destroyed the demon City Lord, he would get the city 

Lord’s golden seal. 

with the city lord’s golden seal, players could occupy the city. 

After arriving near the altar. 

Zhang Shan said to the others. 

“You guys first clear out some of the nearby monsters. get a few support players, i’ll go up and pull the 

BOSS.” 

After Zhang Shan finished speaking, he walked towards the altar. 

The demonic priest was not the only boss on the altar. 

Other than the demonic priest, the red boss. 

On the altar, there were four orange altar guards. 

Seeing Zhang Shan walk up the altar, one red and four orange bosses rushed towards him. 

As for the four altar guardians, Zhang Shan did not care about them at all. 

The altar guard was just an orange-colored boss. 

Even though it was level 70, it was only an orange boss. 



He was probably the same as the captain of the city gate guards, so there was no need to worry. 

With the addition of four altar guards, Zhang Shan’s catapulting ability was now in a passive state, and it 

could be used to its full potential. 

when he saw the five bosses, he rushed towards them. 

Zhang Shan immediately stopped in his tracks. He raised his hand cannon and fired non-stop at the 

demon sacrifice in the distance. 

The fierce bullets swept towards the demon Priest. 

At almost the same time as Zhang Shan fired his gun, the demon Priest also waved his staff. 

One after another, spells were thrown at Zhang Shan. 

Damage -92175. 

The other four altar guards had also rushed to Zhang Shan’s side, brandishing their long Spears. 

It kept on stabbing towards Zhang Shan. 

each shot could take away more than 20000 of zhang shan’s health. 

The damage dealt by the five bosses at the same time was almost 200000. 

It was quite fierce. 

although the boss’s damage was high, it didn’t matter. 

the few supporting jobs behind zhang shan kept on healing him. 

The five bosses had just taken down his health bar, and it would soon be restored by the support. 

Zhang Shan did not panic at all. 

as he fired, he adjusted his position. 

he had to adjust his position. 

The demonic priest was a long-ranged class, while the altar guard was a close-ranged class. 

If he didn’t pull the five bosses together. 

Zhang Shan’s catapulting was passive, and there was no way he could swing it out. 

As Zhang Shan attacked, he moved closer to the demon sacrifice. 

Originally, he was a long-ranged class with an extremely long range. 

However, in order to gather all five bosses together ... 

Zhang Shan could only play himself as a close-combat profession. 

They stood close to the demon Priest. 



as for the four altar guards, they were also pulled over by zhang shan. 

with the five bosses gathered together, zhang shan was having a great time. 

Every time a bullet was fired, the damage would jump back and forth between the five bosses. 

Not only did it greatly increase his damage output, but it also increased his damage output. 

it also reduced the pressure on the support. 

After the passive ejection, the effect was perfectly displayed. 

zhang shan almost did not need any support to add blood. he could be self-sufficient by relying on his 

own blood-sucking effect. 

This was very satisfying. 

The five bosses surrounded Zhang Shan, and all kinds of damage landed on him. 

But Zhang Shan was not to be trifled with. 

Powerful firepower was fired from the hand cannon. 

It swept towards the demon Priest. 

As for the four altar guards, Zhang Shan had no intention of attacking them. 

The damage from the bullets was enough to blow up the altar guards. 

Zhang Shan could not wait for the four altar guards to live longer. 

This would allow him to continue using his ejection passive skill. 

After Zhang Shan had pulled the BOSS steadily. 

The others followed suit and rushed up the altar. 

A large group of people surrounded the demon Priest and attacked him continuously. 

All sorts of berserk skills were thrown at the demon Priest. 

They did not attack the altar guards. 

This was not the first time they were working together to fight a BOSS. 

They also knew that Zhang Shan’s ejection was passive. It would only be effective when there was a 

target around. 

If he killed the four altar guards ... 

Then Zhang Shan’s catapulting would be rendered useless. 

Everyone surrounded the demonic priest and continuously dealt damage. 

A Senior Hunter in the Association said enviously as he fired his gun. 



every time I see the six-barreled Big Boss use flicks to kill bosses, I can’t help but get jealous. It’s such a 

BUG. 

it’s indeed a BUG. There’s no justice in killing a BOSS in a group. 

what’s wrong with that? the six-barreled boss has a lot of bugs. One more won’t make a difference. 

that’s true. The six-barreled boss itself is a big BUG. As for the passive ejection, it’s just an extra flower 

on top of a brocade. 

“Haha, why do I feel like you guys are a little jealous?” 

f * ck, the six-barreled boss is so perverted. I’m jealous. 

you guys can be jealous all you want. It’s free. You can even save money on vinegar, hehe. 

it’s a pity that the characters in new world are bound to their identity and they can’t sell their accounts. 

Otherwise, the account of six-barreled Big Shot would definitely be sold for a sky-high price. 

are you kidding me? even if I could sell my account, six-barreled boss wouldn’t. 

“Yeah, he’s already a six-barreled Big Shot, so how could he be short of money? Did he still need to sell 

his account? That’s bullshit.” 

if the six-barreled Big Boss wants to make money, his game character will make money faster than those 

big companies, hehe. 

“of course, not to mention anything else. As long as the six-barreled boss kills bosses every day, he can 

sell a divine weapon mold for hundreds of millions of gold coins. What company can make money faster 

than him?” 

the ancient people said that one man can form an Army. Is six-barrel boss a group of people? ” 

“haha, the six-barreled big shot can also form an army by himself. He’s just casually fighting in a chaotic 

battle with tens of thousands of people.” 

” f * ck, so that’s what happened. last time, the peerless guild had nearly 100000 members, but they 

were all defeated by six-barreled boss. that’s terrifying. ” 

“I won’t say anymore. The more I say, the more sour it gets. Hurry up and fight the BOSS.” 

” that’s right. it’s better to fight a BOSS. i wonder if this demon priest will drop a divine weapon mold. ” 

” don’t think too much about it. the mold for a divine artifact depends on fate. ” 

“I think I have an affinity with the divine weapon mold.” 

“Nonsense, I must be fated with you in my dreams.” 

While everyone was blowing water, Zhang Shan was attacking while checking the BOSS’s attributes and 

skills. 

Twin Demon City priest (red): Level 70, attack 50000, hp 500 million. 



Skill 1, large fireball, skill 2, explosive fireball, skill 3, Demon God’s will, skill 4, dark decay. Status: Holy 

demon’s protection. 

[ big fireball: the priest of the Twin City of Demons uses a big fireball to attack the target, increasing the 

damage by 100%. ] 

[ explosive fireball: the priest of Twin City of the demons will fire a special fireball at the target. ] 

After the fireball exploded, it would deal double damage to all surrounding targets with the target as the 

center. The damage range was ten yards. 

[ demon god’s will: when in danger, the demon race’s twin city priests will summon the demon god’s 

will to assist in battle. ] 

[ dark decay: when darkness descends, all living things will wither. ] 

The demon race’s priest comprehended the life profound, and could take away the health points of 

others. 

When it uses this skill, the target shrouded in darkness will have their HP greatly reduced. 

Deals 150,000 damage per second for 10 seconds. 

[ Holy demon’s protection: Suan ni ] 

After seeing the demonic priest’s skill, Zhang Shan could not help but be shocked. 

Setting aside the demonic priest’s ultimate skill, it was also an overpowered skill. Its damage range 

reached 200 yards, which was simply ridiculous. 

That explosive fireball was a little hard to deal with. 

although the double damage of the exploding fireball did not affect zhang shan much. 

Double the damage was only enough to reduce his HP by less than 200000. 

now that he was in a passive position, he was able to use it perfectly. his lifesteal speed was extremely 

fast. 

And behind Zhang Shan, there were more than 20 big shots in support. 

As long as he wasn’t instantly killed, he wouldn’t die. 

The demon sacrifice’s explosive fireball did not have much of an effect on Zhang Shan. 

But in fact, he couldn’t. 

Now, everyone was gathered together. 

If the demon Priest had cast an explosive fireball. 

Then the people around Zhang Shan would be in a mess. 

Although the exploding fireball’s damage range was not very large, it still had a 10-yard radius. 



But it wasn’t small. 

There were more than a hundred of them, and they were all squeezed together. 

A single explosive fireball from a Demon Priest would knock down at least a few dozen of them. 

Thinking of this, Zhang Shan shouted. 

quickly spread out, don’t stand beside me. The demon priests have small skills that deal damage to the 

area. 

Unfortunately, Zhang Shan’s warning came too late. 

the main reason was that the speed at which they dealt damage was simply too fast. 

Especially Zhang Shan’s ejection passive. The damage was between the five bosses, constantly jumping 

back and forth. 

It also sped up the BOSS fight. 

Everyone surrounded the BOSS and attacked it continuously. 

It had only been a short while, and the demon priest’s HP had been reduced by 1%. 

They didn’t have the time to check the BOSS’s attributes before. 

When Zhang Shan reminded him, it was already too late. 

the demon priest shot out an explosive fireball. 

in an instant, more than 30 of the guild bosses standing around zhang shan had fallen. 

The big bosses of the guilds around Zhang Shan were basically all melee classes. 

other than a small number of guardians, these melee classes had high hp. 

He survived this wave of damage. 

the other melee classes all fell to the ground. 

He was instantly knocked out. 

The demon priest’s sudden outburst shocked everyone. 

For those who were still alive, other than the support who had to heal Zhang Shan, the rest quickly 

retreated. 

windcloud blade, who was lying on the ground, called out in frustration. 

“F * ck, what just happened?” 

zhang shan said to everyone. 

“Look at the BOSS’s skills. The demon Priest has a small AoE skill.” 

After Zhang Shan’s reminder. 



Only then did everyone react and check the attributes and skills of the demonic priest. 

No one had paid much attention to it just now. 

They looked at Zhang Shan, who was facing five bosses at the same time without any pressure. 

Everyone had thought that the demonic priest was a fake BOSS. 

Who knew that there would be such a thing? 

after looking at the demon priest’s skills, he was stunned. 

Everyone, continue to attack the BOSS. 

The support revived the fallen melee. 

Just now, more than 30 people had fallen. 

They only had insufficient support, so they could only resurrect about 20 at a time. 

The remaining ten or so players would have to wait for their resurrection skills to cool down. 

He still had to wait five minutes. 

After understanding the demon priest’s skill, everyone continued to attack the BOSS. 

However, everyone was standing far away from Zhang Shan. 

The long-range classes were still fine, as they could just put some distance between them. 

However, the melee classes that had just been revived were out of the question. 

That was because Zhang Shan was also standing close to the BOSS. 

If the other melee classes wanted to go up and attack the BOSS, they would have to be careful. 

They could not avoid getting close to Zhang Shan. 

He couldn’t avoid it at all. 

What should he do? 

A large group of melee bosses with swords and axes in their hands stood awkwardly at the side. 

They also wanted to attack the boss. 

however, the demon priest’s explosive fireball skill would be cast once in a while. 

If the demon Priest were to cast an explosive fireball again as soon as they stepped forward. 

That would be nonsense. 

What could he do now? 

Could it be that they could only stand by and watch the show? 

Chapter 484 Consecutive big moves 



Zhang Shan bore the damage from the five bosses. The long-range jobs in the team followed him and 

kept throwing their skills at the demon Priest. 

However, the melee classes who had just been resurrected were in an awkward position. 

They stood at the side with swords and axes in their hands, looking like they wanted to attack but didn’t 

dare to. 

He was very depressed. 

Just as they were hesitating, the demon Priest fired another explosive fireball. 

Zhang Shan’s HP was reduced by 200000. 

Fortunately, there was no one around him, so no one fell to the ground after being hit by the explosive 

fireball. 

“F * ck, the demon priests use their explosive fireballs so frequently? The f * cking time gap is at most 

ten seconds.” 

Windcloud blade, who was standing at the side and was about to attack the BOSS, could not help but 

complain when he saw the demon Priest cast another bursting fireball. 

it’s over, it’s over. We can only watch the show this time. Don’t even think about fighting the boss. We 

can’t kill it. 

sigh, this f * cking trashy game is targeting melee classes everywhere. 

“Yes, if I had known this earlier ... I’d rather die than play Berserker.” 

that’s right. It’s so cool to be a Hunter like the six-barrelled boss. It’s so cool to be able to shoot small 

guns. 

One of the hunters in the team complained. 

“Nonsense, the Hunter profession is the trash. It doesn’t even have a berserk skill, and its damage is 

pitifully low. When fighting the BOSS, it’s just scraping the sand.” 

“That’s because you’re trash. What does it have to do with the Hunter profession? They’re both hunters, 

but look at how strong the six-barreled boss is.” 

I’m too lazy to argue with you. Who can compare with the six-barreled boss? ” 

” sigh, i’m not going to say anything. i just want to ask, what are we going to do now? are we just going 

to watch the whole process? ” 

Feng Yun realm waved his staff and continuously switched between various skills as he threw them at 

the demonic priest. 

He saw a large group of close-combat classes standing around with nothing to do, so he said to them. 

“you guys go to the altar and clear the monsters around. The demon priest’s big move has a super large 

area of damage. We have to clear out an open space so that we can have a place to hide later.” 



” yeah, i was so focused on the demon priest’s exploding fireball that i forgot it had a big move. ” 

brothers, let’s go then. The others are fighting the BOSS while we’re clearing the small monsters. Melee 

classes don’t have any power. 

Under Feng Yun realm’s arrangement, a group of melee jobs rushed down the altar on their horses. 

He charged at the demon soldiers around the altar. 

Feng Yun realm’s arrangement was reasonable. 

Even without the effects of the exploding fireballs, they should have sent a group of people out to clear 

the monsters. 

Otherwise, when the demon priest’s HP dropped to 50% ... 

Once the demon priest’s dark decay was used, they had no place to hide. 

They were surrounded by small monsters, so they couldn’t get far. 

The dark decay of the demon Priest had a 200-yard range. 

With such a terrifying damage range, it would have been easier to deal with if there were no monsters 

around. 

They rode on horses and quickly ran out of the range of the demon priest’s big move. 

However, the problem was that there were still many small monsters around the altar. 

If they didn’t clear a path now and wait for the right moment to clear the monsters, how could they 

make it in time? 

When all the melee classes in the team rushed down the altar ... 

There were only about 70 guild leaders left at the BOSS fight. 

Other than the 20-odd support bosses, there were only around 50 real damage dealers. 

However, the number of people fighting the BOSS was reduced by almost half. 

However, the rest of the players were not slow either. 

that was because the damage output of the BOSS still mainly depended on zhang shan. 

The damage output of Zhang Shan alone was at least comparable to the output of the other 40 to 50 

people combined. 

Zhang Shan’s damage was already very high. 

Now that there were four more orange-colored altar guards, Zhang Shan’s catapulting ability was 

passive, and it was perfectly effective. 

every time he fired a shot, three damage values would appear above the demon priest’s head. 

It was extremely fierce. 



Everyone’s attacks were locked onto the demon race’s priest. 

As for the four altar guards, they were completely ignored. 

With the damage from Zhang Shan’s attack, even if he had avoided them, these four altar guards would 

not have lived longer than the demon Priest. 

under everyone’s powerful attacks, the demon priest’s hp kept dropping. 

As Zhang Shan locked on to the Nephilim priest and attacked, he also checked the altar Guard’s 

attributes and skills. 

[ demon altar guard (orange): level 70, attack 24000, HP 100 million ] 

... 

Skill 1, pious spear, skill 2, Brave Heart (passive), skill 3, falling flower spear technique. Status: Holy 

demon’s protection. 

[ spear of devotion: as The Guardian of the demonic altar, the spear of the altar Guardian will carry the 

power of devotion and increase damage by 50%. ] 

[ heart of courage (passive): the altar guard is filled with courage, greatly increasing its attack power. ] 

[ falling flower spear technique: the altar guard has learned an advanced spear technique. The spear 

strikes with falling flowers, one flower, one spear. ] 

All targets within the range of the falling flowers would receive damage. 

5x damage, damage range of 50 yards, duration of 5 seconds. 

After seeing the attributes and skills of the altar guard, Zhang Shan could not help but feel excited. 

He did not expect the altar guards to have such a powerful passive skill. 

The altar Guard’s heart of courage was a passive skill that increased attack power. 

Zhang Shan was still finding it strange. 

It was also a level 70 orange-colored BOSS. 

... 

Why did the captain of the city guards only deal a little more than 10000 damage to him? 

Every time these altar guards stabbed him, they would take away more than 20000 of his HP. 

It was because the altar guards had a passive skill that increased their attack power. 

The attack power of the altar guard was increased to 24000. 

It was twice as strong as the captain of the city guards. 

The heart of courage was a very good passive skill. 



as zhang shan attacked the demon sacrifice, he looked at the other four altar guards and could not help 

but drool. 

Although to Zhang Shan, no matter what kind of passive skill it was, he would like it. 

Even if it was like the fire enchantment passive. 

This kind of passive skill that was of no use to him, Zhang Shan still liked it very much. 

it was fine as long as it was a passive skill. although it was useless to him now, it might be useful in the 

future. 

Moreover, he didn’t have to spend a single cent on the passive skills that he obtained through his talent 

... 

as long as it was a passive skill, he would not mind it. 

Of course, if there were more practical passive skills. 

Zhang Shan would definitely like it more. 

In terms of which type of passive skills, they were Zhang Shan’s favorite. 

That must be a passive skill like heart of courage, which directly increased attack power. 

Directly increasing the attack power was more practical than anything else. 

When a critical hit passive skill was triggered, it also had to test one’s luck. 

If they were unlucky, they might not even trigger a critical hit passive after fighting for a long time. 

However, this kind of passive that directly increased the attack power didn’t have such a problem. 

After increasing the attack power, why would he need a critical hit? 

Killing a miniboss with one shot, wouldn’t that be even better? 

This kind of passive skill was the most practical. 

So far, Zhang Shan had only managed to obtain a total of four passive skills that increased his attack 

power. 

The power granted by the rabbit, the ant power of the military mosquito, the divine power of the son of 

the beast God, and the courage and ambition of the Tiger of the forest. 

If he could get the heart of courage passive, he would have five passive skills that increased his attack 

power. 

Zhang Shan looked at the four altar guards, as if he was looking at four little cuties. 

He had to get this passive skill. 

There were a total of four altar guards here. He should be able to farm them after killing all of them. 

Of course, Zhang Shan was not very sure. 



his passive king talent was a test of character. 

If they were unlucky, it would be hard to say. 

As Zhang Shan attacked the demon sacrifice, he looked at the altar guard with apprehension. 

Under their fierce attacks, the demon priest’s HP was dropping rapidly. 

It didn’t take long for them to take out 20% of the demon priest’s health. 

When his HP dropped to 80%. 

Behind the demonic priest, a huge demonic God’s shadow slowly rose. 

Everyone’s HP started to drop rapidly. 

Feng Yun Qing Qing quickly cast a totem pillar in the middle of the crowd. 

He stabilized everyone’s health bar. 

As for the melee bosses around the altar, they were clearing the small monsters. 

They stayed away from the BOSS. 

He was not affected by the demon God’s will skill. 

After all, the demon Priest was just a normal red BOSS. 

The demonic God’s apparition that it summoned was much weaker than a real name BOSS. 

Not only was its damage ability much weaker. 

Furthermore, the damage range was much smaller. 

As long as they were not on the altar, they would not be affected by the demon God’s will skill. 

after the first wave of the demon god’s will skill. 

Everyone, continue to attack the BOSS. 

After about a minute. 

the demon priest’s hp had dropped to 40%. 

However, one of the four altar guards was almost at half HP. 

No one attacked the four altar guards on purpose. 

It was completely dependent on Zhang Shan’s ejection damage. 

Even so, the altar Guard’s health bar still dropped much faster than the demon Priest. 

He saw that the altar Guard’s HP was about to drop to half. 

At this moment, Feng Yun realm was in a dilemma. 

The altar guard also had a powerful skill. 



Moreover, it was a big AoE skill. 

With the altar Guard’s attack power, the five times damage of the falling flower spear technique could 

deal nearly 100000 damage. 

And it lasted for five seconds. 

they couldn’t hold on. 

Were they going to start retreating? 

Zhang Shan was left to deal with the five bosses alone. 

Even Feng Yun realm felt a little embarrassed. 

Even though, when they followed Zhang Shan, they were all lying down and fighting the BOSS. 

However, he still had to lie down. He had to lie down in a slightly more moderate manner. 

Just like when they were fighting bosses, they could at least deal some damage. 

But this time, it didn’t seem to work. 

They didn’t have much of a chance to deal damage anymore. 

after a while, the five bosses would take turns to cast their big moves, and they would have to keep 

avoiding them. 

What kind of damage output was this? 

However, the situation was better than the people. They had no choice but to retreat. 

Feng Yun realm said to everyone after struggling for a while. 

” the altar guard is about to use its ultimate skill. let’s retreat first. ” 

Hearing Feng Yun realm’s words, everyone was extremely depressed. 

How was this a team fight against a BOSS? 

It was purely Zhang Shan’s one-man performance, okay? 

There was no chance for them to display their skills. 

Zhang Shan was alone. He relied on the catapulting passive and the lifesteal effect. He did not need any 

support to heal. 

He could withstand the damage of five bosses at the same time. 

As for the damage output, it was even more so. 

even if there was no one else around, it would not take much effort for zhang shan to take down five 

bosses. 

He felt that everyone else was unnecessary. 



Whether there was or not, it was the same. 

Of course, he was still depressed. 

After Feng Yun realm had finished speaking. 

It was better for everyone to retreat. 

He had no choice but to retreat. 

The altar guard was only an orange-colored BOSS. 

However, they still couldn’t take the damage from the altar Guard’s big move. 

The main thing was that the altar Guard’s falling flower spear technique was a powerful skill that dealt 

continuous damage. 

If it was only one round of damage, it would be fine. 

The falling flower spear technique’s fivefold damage was less than 100000. 

Many of the Guild leaders present could handle it. 

However, the problem was that the altar Guard’s falling flower shot dealt damage for five seconds. 

If that was the case, none of them would be able to take it. 

Feng Yun realm retreated with everyone. 

Only Zhang Shan was left at the scene. He continued to fight the BOSS. 

even the support team had retreated. 

anyway, with the bullet damage, zhang shan did not need any healers to tank it. 

Those support bosses would not have to follow Zhang Shan and be cannon fodder here. 

After all the retreat. 

Zhang Shan endured the damage from the five bosses and fired continuously. 

the damage from the bullet kept jumping back and forth between the five bosses. 

The passive ejection dealt a total of 12 damage. 

There were five bosses on the scene. 

Every time Zhang Shan shot, two bosses would receive three hits, while the other three bosses would 

receive two hits. 

As Zhang Shan had specially adjusted it. 

If you lock on to the demon Priest, you will be injured three times. 

If that was the case, there was still one altar guard left, which would be injured by the three projectiles. 



This altar Guard’s HP was dropping much faster than the other three. 

After a short while, the altar guard that had taken an additional bullet damage had been beaten to half 

its health by Zhang Shan. 

The half-HP altar guard waved its spear wildly, and snowflakes fell, covering half of the altar cage. 

damages of around 80000 to 90000 appeared above zhang shan’s head. 

However, this little bit of damage was insignificant to Zhang Shan. 

In addition to the damage dealt by the demonic priest and the other three altar guards. 

The damage that Zhang Shan received at the same time was less than 300000. 

He relied on his powerful blood-sucking ability. 

Every time his health bar dropped, it would be quickly absorbed back. 

There was no pressure at all. 

Five seconds later, the altar Guard’s ultimate skill was over. 

feng yun realm led the rest of his men and quickly charged forward. they continued to attack for a while 

before retreating. 

He had no choice. Only one altar guard had used a big move. 

there were still three altar guards ‘ultimate skills that had not been used yet. 

As a matter of fact, they had just come up and had only dealt a few rounds of damage. 

the other three altar guards were also almost there. they were hit by zhang shan’s catapults and had 

half of their health left. 

He had no choice. 

Feng Yun realm could only continue to lead the others to retreat. 

They could only watch the battle from the side. 

After a short while, the other three altar guards released their ultimate skills one after another. 

Zhang Shan alone, relying on the lifesteal effect, easily survived. 

Just as Feng Yun realm was about to lead his men forward. 

zhang shan said. 

you guys should run further away first. The demon Priest is almost at half health. 

Hearing Zhang Shan’s words, the other guilds ‘bosses were speechless. 

Damn it, they had been watching for a long time. 

There was still no chance for them to attack the BOSS. 



Of course, he was unhappy. 

After hearing Zhang Shan’s words, they did not continue to stay. 

Instead, he rushed down the altar and stayed far away from the demon worshipper. 

Because they also saw the health bar of the demon Priest. 

Under Zhang Shan’s violent attacks, the demon Priest was almost at half health. 

it was meaningless for them to step forward now. 

If he didn’t, he might not be able to escape in time. 

Therefore, he might as well run away now. 

They would only come up after the demon Priest had cast his ultimate skill. 

After Feng Yun realm led his men down the altar. 

On the entire altar, only Zhang Shan was left. 

He withstood the damage from the five bosses and continuously fired bullets from his cannon. 

The damage was between the five bosses, jumping back and forth. 

The demon priest’s HP was getting closer and closer to half. 

Zhang Shan could not help but look at the positions of the others. 

He wanted to see if they had run far. 

the demon priest’s dark decay was no joke. 

The dark decay’s damage range had reached a terrifying 200 yards. 

If the others didn’t run far enough. 

Who knows, he might even be caught in the range of the demon race’s priest’s ultimate skill. 

Zhang Shan looked at the position of the others and felt that they might not have run far enough. 

He shouted in the party channel. 

“you guys run a little further, the demon priest is about to lose half of his health.” 

“No way, we still haven’t run far enough?” 

“run a little further, 200 yards is a long distance.” 

“Alright, let’s run a little further.” 

After Zhang Shan’s reminder. 

the others continued to run away from the altar. 

After seeing that they had run far enough. 



Zhang Shan was relieved. 

Under Zhang Shan’s fierce attacks, the demon sacrifice’s HP quickly dropped to 50%. 

When his HP dropped to half. 

The demon Priest held his staff and kept praying. 

A huge black curtain, with Zhang Shan as the center, covered him. 

Zhang Shan, who was in the black curtain, felt that his surroundings were all dark. 

Fortunately, they were in the game world. 

No matter how dark a place was, he could still see something. 

Zhang Shan looked at his own body. From time to time, more than 140000 damage points would pop up. 

These damage values should be the damage from dark decay. 

However, it was not a big problem. 

the dark decay of the demon priest was a powerful skill that many players used to fight bosses. 

It might be an unsolvable big move. 

this was because this skill had an extremely large area of effect and a very long duration. 

the other player teams did not have someone like zhang shan, who could withstand the BOSS’s big move 

without relying on support. 

The other players were tanks in the party fighting the BOSS. 

No matter how strong they were, they had to rely on support to heal in order to withstand the BOSS. 

However, under the cover of darkness, where would there be space for a support to survive? 

The dark decay dealt 150000 damage per second. The support classes could not even withstand a single 

hit. 

staying within the range of the demon priest’s ultimate move would definitely be an instant kill. 

Without a healer, no matter how strong a tank was, they would not be able to hold the BOSS. 

after the demon priest cast his ultimate skill, no one could get close. 

This way, no one would bother with the BOSS for ten seconds. 

When they came back and continued to deal damage ... 

The demon priest’s HP would probably be full. 

thus, he had to rely on the dark decay. 

the priest of the twin demon city was just an ordinary red BOSS. 



However, for the players at the current stage of the game. 

It was completely unsolvable. Other than Zhang Shan and the rest, no other player could beat it. 

But Zhang Shan was different. 

Because of the four altar guards, his catapulting was passive, and it was perfectly effective. 

He didn’t need any healers. 

With its lifesteal effect, it could easily withstand all the damage from the BOSS. 

Zhang Shan kept on firing while paying attention to his health bar. 

however, after a few seconds. 

Zhang Shan realized that he did not need to worry at all. 

His health bar had never fallen below half. 

every time his health bar dropped, it would quickly be pulled back by the lifesteal effect. 

Compared to before, the demon medicine master’s big move was a little tricky. 

The demon apothecary’s ultimate skill dealt three damage per second. 

It was completely beyond everyone’s expectations. 

He had almost overturned Zhang Shan. 

compared to the demon race’s medicine master, he didn’t play by the rules. 

this demon priest, on the other hand, was very serious. 

There were no more tricks. 

The demon priest’s dark decay was the same as the skill description. It dealt damage every second. 

Hence, Zhang Shan carried it very easily. 

The fanaticism skill that he had kept for himself had not been used. 

He didn’t need it at all. 

The ten-second duration ended. 

The black curtain that had covered the square in the middle of the city gradually began to disperse. 

the sky regained its light. 

Chapter 485 Passive skill, heart of courage 

After the black curtain dispersed, Feng Yun realm brought the rest and rushed up the altar. 

All the long-ranged classes were throwing all sorts of skills at the demon Priest. 

As for the melee bosses, they could only watch the battle from the side. 



The demon priest’s big move had already been used. 

With their damage output, the demon Priest would not have the chance to cast a second ultimate. 

therefore, these melee bosses didn’t have to stay under the altar to clear the monsters. 

there was no need for that. 

They followed Feng Yun realm and rushed up the altar. 

Of course, they only came up to get some experience from the BOSS. 

As for asking them to attack the BOSS ... 

He wouldn’t dare to do that. 

The demon priest’s explosive fireball skill would be cast once every ten seconds or so. 

These melee bosses might be knocked to the ground by the demon priest’s explosive fireball skill after 

just two slashes. 

Jinx. 

Windcloud blade ridiculed from the side as he wielded his greataxe. 

“The big move of the demon race’s priest just now seemed to be very powerful.” 

it’s definitely amazing. The damage range is 200 yards. I’ve never heard of any BOSS’s skill with such a 

large damage range. 

” it’s not too bad. the demon priest’s ultimate move only has a large area of effect, but the damage is 

not strong. ” 

“That’s right, six-barreled boss didn’t have any support to heal. He took the demon priest’s big move 

and the damage from the four altar guards alone, but he didn’t even lose a hair. it can be seen that the 

damage of the demon race’s priest’s big move is really weak.” 

“F * ck, is that what you think?” 

brother, you shouldn’t have retreated just now. You should have stayed on the altar and experienced 

the damage of the demon priest’s big move. 

that’s right, what’s the use of only talking? if you have the ability, try to take on the big move of the 

demon race’s priest. 

let’s not talk about the other four altar guards. As long as you can last two seconds against the demon’s 

big move, I’ll consider you strong. 

” f * ck, i just said it casually. you guys don’t have to criticize me like playing fight the landlord. ” 

“Haha, who told you to like to talk nonsense?” 

“You deserve it, you’re just a second-rate who only knows how to talk.” 

After five bosses ‘ultimate skills in a row ... 



The group of them surrounded the demon Priest and attacked him continuously. 

All sorts of skills were thrown at the demon Priest. 

Under their concentrated fire, the demon priest’s HP dropped rapidly. 

40%, 30%, 20%. 

Under their continuous attacks, the demon Priest was quickly forced into a berserk state. 

As for the four altar guards, their HP dropped even faster. 

One of the altar guards ‘health bar was almost empty. 

Zhang Shan’s heart was filled with anticipation as he waited for the system notification. 

he hoped that he could get the passive skill heart of courage. 

Zhang Shan silently prayed. 

Just as he was praying silently, a bullet damage appeared above the altar Guard’s head. 

the altar guard with the least hp fell to the ground and left. 

&Lt; system announcement: congratulations to Feng Yun realm, six-barreled Bodhisattva, and heart 

follows me Pixiu for killing the demon altar guard. &Gt; 

Skill point +1, medal +100. 

A system notification flashed and then it was gone. 

zhang shan was a little depressed. 

Was there only one system announcement? 

Where were the system notifications? 

What about the system prompt that triggered passive King? 

Zhang Shan waited for a long time, but he did not see the system notification. 

Heart of courage’s passive skill did not appear. 

sigh, forget it. 

Zhang Shan consoled himself. 

It didn’t matter if destroying an altar guard didn’t trigger the passive King talent. 

Weren’t there still three altar guards? 

... 

He hoped that the remaining three altar guards would trigger the passive King talent. 

It had not been easy for him to find such a rare passive skill. 



He would not have another chance. 

Bosses like the demonic altar guard were not easy to deal with. 

After this, there would be no more. 

Unless they failed in their siege and came back next time. 

It was possible that the altar guards would respawn again. 

If not, Zhang Shan would never be able to find these four little cuties again. 

after they had conquered twin city ... 

It would become a player’s city, and there would be no demonic sacrificial altar. 

There wasn’t even a demon altar. 

... 

naturally, there were no altar guards. 

Hence, if Zhang Shan wanted to get his hands on the passive skill heart of courage, he could only rely on 

this wave. 

After this village, there would be no such shop. 

In contrast to Zhang Shan’s depressed mood. 

The bosses of the other guilds were extremely happy. 

How could he not be happy? 

After killing the altar guard, they had obtained another skill point. 

To them, there was nothing happier than this. 

Even if they didn’t gain anything from this attack on Twin City, they would still be able to survive. 

Just the skill point reward alone was enough to make these big shots happy. 

If everything went well, they would get a total of six skill points. 

This was a huge harvest. 

And this was because the captain of the city gate guards had been beaten up by others before. 

Otherwise, with the addition of the city guard Captain, they could get seven skill points in one siege. 

With so many skills, he could almost Max out one skill. 

In new world, skill points were very precious. 

Other than the first BOSS kill. 

Only when he leveled up would the system give him a skill point. 



and players had so many skills to learn. 

He never had enough skill points. 

for them, this was a huge harvest of skill points. 

It really made these big shots extremely happy. 

haha, another skill point. I didn’t expect the system to reward an orange-colored BOSS like the altar 

guard with skill points. 

” what’s so strange about that? as long as it’s the first kill of an orange-colored or higher BOSS, there will 

be a skill point reward. ” 

we’re rich in this siege. We can get six skill points. Hehe. 

“Yeah, it’s simply a wave of fat.” 

in contrast to the cheers of the guild leaders ... 

Zhang Shan was nervously looking at the health bars of the remaining three altar guards. 

The other three altar guards didn’t have much HP left either, and they would soon be destroyed. 

Not long after, another altar guard fell to the ground. 

There was no sound or system announcement. 

This was because they had already killed one altar guard. This was the second one, so it naturally 

wouldn’t be counted as a first kill. 

The system notification that Zhang Shan had been waiting for did not appear. 

f * ck, this heart of courage passive skill, it can’t be that i really can’t get it, right? 

Zhang Shan was depressed as he continued to wait. 

Soon, the third altar guard fell to the ground. 

The system notification that Zhang Shan had been waiting for still did not appear. 

After the last altar guard fell to the ground. 

a system notification flashed. 

[ system notification: your passive King talent has been triggered by killing the demon altar guard. ] 

Acquired passive skill: heart of courage. 

Haha, I finally got it. 

Damn it, this was really scary. 

Zhang Shan had thought that he had missed out on a great passive skill. 

The last altar guard was still the most generous. 



He handed over his passive skill and activated the passive King talent. 

after seeing the system notification, zhang shan was elated. 

With another passive skill, his attack power should be able to increase by a lot. 

Zhang Shan checked his skills panel. 

let’s take a look at the skill description of the heart of courage and see what it is like. 

[ heart of courage (passive): increases attack power by 10%. Talent obtained can not be upgraded. ] 

After reading the heart of courage skill’s description, Zhang Shan was very happy. 

Yes, its attack power had increased by another 10%. 

Zhang Shan took a look at his character’s attributes. 

Let’s see how much his attack power has reached. 

[ character: Bodhisattva of six tubes ] 

[ occupation: Hunter ] 

[ title: human hero (equipped), nemesis of demons ] 

[ merit points: 252361 (guerrilla general) ] 

[ level: 54 ] 

[ HP: 661275 ] 

[ MP: 23600 ] 

[ physical attack power: 37867-38892 ] 

[ strength: 2196 ] 

[ agility: 5792 ] 

[ intelligence: 2196 ] 

[ defense: 4860 ] 

Luck: 9 

[ endowment: king of passive (every time you kill a monster, there is a chance to randomly obtain a 

passive skill from the monster. the chance of triggering it is one in a million.) ] 

Skill 1, headshot (passive), skill 2, taming, skill 3, Eagle Eye (passive), skill 4, berserk mayfly 

looking at his character’s various attributes, zhang shan was a little intoxicated. 

After obtaining the heart of courage. 

Just the attack power on the attribute panel had increased by more than 3000. 



His current attack power had almost reached 39000. If he added the killer book’s double effect ... 

Zhang Shan’s pure attack power had almost reached 80000. 

And this was only his own attack power. 

In terms of damage, it was far more than that. 

On Zhang Shan’s two God-tier accessories, there were also two special effects that increased damage by 

10%. 

in addition to the title, it could increase the damage by 10%. 

There were three special effects that increased damage by 10%. 

In this case, even without the priest’s attack blessing, Zhang Shan’s theoretical damage had already 

exceeded 100000. 

If you add the attack blessing status. 

In theory, his damage would exceed 120000. 

This was already very awesome. 

For other players, even if they were at their peak, their attack power would at most be around 20000. 

It was only a fraction of Zhang Shan’s. 

Zhang Shan’s damaging ability had achieved such a terrifying effect. 

It was mainly due to the double attack effect of the killer book. 

After the killer book was maxed out, it increased his attack power by 100%. 

Originally, Zhang Shan’s attack power was already more than double that of the others. 

If the effects of the killer book were doubled ... 

The gap between his attack power and the other players had been widened to an exaggerated extent. 

Other than the killer book. 

Zhang Shan’s various passive and special effects that increased attack and damage percentage. 

When they were stacked together, the effect was also very terrifying. 

Zhang Shan looked at his character’s attributes. 

In addition to the attack power, which had been greatly enhanced because of the passive heart of 

courage that he had just obtained. 

there were also some improvements in other aspects. 

In terms of level. 

Zhang Shan had killed a few waves of demon guards yesterday. 



he had reached level 53, just a little bit away from level 54. 

They had fought a few more bosses today. 

He had already reached level 54. 

As for the merit points, it was because of the previous monster attack, which had increased a lot. 

Zhang Shan’s current official position was that of a guerrilla general. 

Every week, he would receive a salary of 50 gold coins from the Civil Affairs officer. 

Although it was only a small amount of money, it was stable. 

As long as the game was not closed, he could continue to receive this salary. 

And as time passed ... 

Zhang Shan’s official position would only get higher and higher. 

In the future, he would be able to receive a higher salary. 

Perhaps, he would not have to do anything in the future. 

just by relying on the civil affairs officer and getting a salary once a week, he could make a living. 

After looking at the character’s attributes. 

Zhang Shan was elated. 

He closed the character panel and continued to fight the BOSS. 

Although the four altar guards had already been destroyed, they were still very weak. 

However, the demon Priest had not fallen yet. 

Under their continuous attacks, the demon priest’s HP had almost dropped to 10%. 

Zhang Shan summoned the Panda ball and controlled it to move forward. 

He hoped that with the Panda dumpling’s 10 points of luck, he would be able to give them some big 

news. 

It would be best if a divine weapon mold dropped. 

Although Zhang Shan himself did not have an urgent need for a relic mold at the moment. 

His main goal now was to get the other ring of the sky Eagle King. 

As for the relic mold, Zhang Shan was not in a hurry to forge a defensive relic. 

If there was a chance, of course, he had to get all the offensive divine weapons first. 

Zhang Shan was a player who relied on damage to make a living. 

Of course, he didn’t have an urgent need for a relic mold. 



However, if it could drop, it would naturally be better for him. 

After the divine weapon mold dropped, he might not be able to get it. 

However, this didn’t matter. He could just treat it as giving some benefits to the big shots of other 

guilds. 

In a short while, the demon priest’s health bar was emptied. 

Zhang Shan saw the opportunity and controlled the Panda bear, launching a combo skill. 

Hu hu hu, he slapped down seven times in a row, and the demon Priest exploded in one go. 

&Lt; system announcement: congratulations to Feng Yun realm, six-barreled Bodhisattva, and heart 

follows me Pixiu for killing the demon Twin City priest. &Gt; 

Skill point +1, medal +100. 

After the system announcement about killing the demonic priest. 

Everyone’s mouth was full of joy. 

haha, another BOSS has been defeated. 

a skill point is in my hands. It’s so good. 

boss, let’s take a look at the demonic priest and see if he dropped anything good. 

may the Saints bless me. Let me get a divine weapon mold. 

“Hehe.” 

Feng Yun realm took a look at his backpack and displayed the items dropped by the demonic priest and 

altar guard on the party channel. 

“There are only two skill books.” 

Zhang Shan took a look at the items that Feng Yun realm had displayed. 

Two red equipment and one red material. 

As for the two skill books, one was a Spellblade’s sword dance, and the other was a fire mage’s explosive 

fireball. 

There were also about ten pieces of orange-colored equipment and orange-colored materials dropped 

by the altar guards. 

needless to say, equipment and materials were trash items that were not worth looking at. 

The two skill books. 

The sword dance skill was not bad. 

It was a common AoE skill used by spellblades. 



However, the drop rate of this skill book was very high, and it was very easy to find, even when he was 

killing small monsters. 

There was a high chance that the sword dance skill book would drop. 

Currently, almost all spellblades had learned this skill. 

Therefore, this skill book was not worth much. 

Even if it was put up for auction, it could probably only be sold for a few hundred gold coins. 

It couldn’t be any more. 

It turned out to be a trashy skill book. 

On the other hand, the explosive fireball skill book was considered a top-grade skill book. 

The skill’s effect was similar to the exploding fireball that the demon Priest had just used. 

It was just that the explosive fireball skill did not deal as much damage as the demonic priest in the 

hands of players. 

The explosive fireball that the demon Priest shot out had double the damage. 

After the players raised the explosive fireball to the maximum level, they would be able to use it. 

It only dealt 50% damage. 

Even so, the explosive fireball was still a top-tier skill for Fire Mages to farm monsters. 

the damage range was there. 

A small skill with a 10-yard damage range was already a top-tier skill. 

Other than the fact that the skill was useful. 

The most important thing was that the explosive fireball skill book was rarely dropped. 

In any case, Zhang Shan had fought so many bosses, but he had never seen this skill book. 

It should be very popular. 

Even if he didn’t sell it, he could definitely sell it for a lot of gold coins. 

Even among the fire mages present, there should be many who had not learned this skill. 

Although these Guild bosses didn’t lack money. 

But some things couldn’t be bought with money. 

The explosive fireball skill book belonged to this category. 

Usually, he didn’t even know where to buy them. 

After everyone saw Feng Yun realm’s items, some were happy while some were depressed. 



sigh, there’s still no divine weapon mold. Why the f * ck are you always giving me these trash items? ” 

“Nonsense, you call this trash? Just look at that exploding fireball skill book, isn’t it great? if i were to sell 

it, i could sell it for at least a few hundred thousand gold coins.” 

a few hundred thousand gold coins is nothing. The key is that even if you want to buy it, there’s no place 

for you to buy it. There are very few skill books like this in the auction house. 

“Yes, I’ve been waiting for a long time, but I haven’t been able to buy one.” 

“No matter how good the exploding fireball skill book is, it’s still trash. I can’t use it.” 

“What the f * ck, so the things you can’t use are trash items? What kind of logic is this?” 

“It’s true, hehe.” 

“Everyone, ignore this idiot. Let’s quickly ROLL for the skill book and then go find the garrison 

commander.” 

“Not bad, let’s ROLL for speed.” 

“Haha, explosive fireball, quickly come into my bowl.” 

Among the hundred or so of them, there were about twenty Fire Mages. 

A mage would always be the boss. 

This was everyone’s common understanding of the game. 

Therefore, when the game first started, many people chose the fire wizard class. 

Among the twenty Fire Mages, only a few of them had learned the explosive fireball skill. 

Therefore, they were all looking forward to the bursting fireball skill book that the demon Priest 

dropped. 

This was a godly skill for fire wizards to farm monsters. 

Feng Yun realm said as he saw the group of Fire Mages looking at him with anticipation. 

“Fire Mages who have never learned the explosive fireball, please count down.” 

123456...... 

There were a total of fourteen people who had never learned the explosive fireball. 

These people had to participate in the roll. 

Feng Yun realm did not say anything else and immediately rolled the skill book. 

He did not have to ROLL for it. 

Feng Yun realm had already learned it before, explosive fireball. 

After a round of intense competition, the skill book was finally rolled for by a Big Shot of a Guild. 



Feng Yun realm said after distributing the explosive fireball skill book. 

let’s go to the garrison commander’s Manor. As for the other items, we will distribute them after we 

finish fighting. 

“Okay, let’s do it.” 

quickly destroy the commander of the demons ‘Garrison. Then, we can go and fight the demon City 

Lord. Hehe. 

The group of them rushed down from the altar. 

they ran towards the garrison commander’s manor on the right side of the altar. 

This time, they didn’t need to run for too long. 

The garrison commander’s Manor of Twin City was on the right side of the demon’s altar. 

The two buildings were not far apart. 

After they came down from the altar. 

in less than half a minute, they had advanced to the garrison commander’s manor in twin city. 

It was different from the blacksmith shop and the apothecary workshop. 

The garrison commander’s Manor in Twin City was made up of a large group of buildings, not just a 

single building. 

The demon race’s governor’s manor in Twin City occupied a large area. 

When they arrived at the entrance of the garrison commander’s Manor. 

the door opened. 

there wasn’t even a guard at the entrance. 

Everyone stood outside the door and looked inside. 

It was empty inside. 

Except for Zhang Shan and a few others who had fought with the demon-suppressing city before. 

The other Guild bosses were all dumbfounded. 

“Big Boss six-barreled, what are we going to do this time? I can’t see the boss here.” 

“Yeah, it’s really strange. According to the minimap, the garrison commander should be here. But where 

did the boss go?” 

could it be that we don’t need to attack the garrison commander when we attack Gemini city? ” 

that’s possible. There’s no garrison commander here. What’s the point of fighting then? ” 

then let’s go straight to the city Lord’s mansion and blow up the demon City Lord. Wouldn’t that be it? ” 



“That makes sense. Should we change our route to the city Lord’s mansion?” 

Facing the big shots of the guilds, they imagined all kinds of scenarios. 

Before Zhang Shan could reply, wind and cloud blade had already started to mock him. 

“You guys are really stupid. If you didn’t see the BOSS, you should have gone in to look for it. Don’t tell 

me you can’t play if the BOSS doesn’t hit your face?” 

“F * ck, you mean you want us to go in and find the BOSS? but this place looks empty. there’s not even a 

single monster. is there a BOSS?” 

“What are you talking about? follow me.” 

With a smug look on his face, Windcloud blade took the lead and charged into the garrison residence. 

it was the same when they were in the demon-suppressing city. 

The garrison commander’s Manor was empty. 

Only by running to the drill ground in the garrison commander’s Manor could one find the garrison 

commander. 

Zhang Shan and the others had experience fighting it once, but the big bosses of the other guilds did not 

know about this. 

Seeing Windcloud blade rush in ... 

The others could only follow behind in a daze, entering the garrison commander’s Manor together. 

Chapter 486-invincible big meat 

under the lead of wind and cloud blade, the group of them charged into the garrison commander’s 

manor. 

They passed through the buildings and soon arrived at the drill ground behind the garrison residence. 

Everyone stood at the edge of the drill ground, looking into the distance at a tall demon. 

He carried a huge axe on his shoulder and stood in the middle of the drill ground. 

It was just a normal red BOSS. 

Above the BOSS ‘head, there was a red name. 

the commander of the twin demon city’s garrison. 

After finding the garrison commander, everyone ridiculed wind cloud blade. 

“Yidao, can’t you do it? Why didn’t you attack the BOSS when you saw it?” 

“Screw you, do I look like an idiot to you?” 

“That small body of his won’t even be able to withstand a single blow from the guard commander’s axe, 

hehe.” 



“That’s strange. Shouldn’t the commander of the garrison be with a large group of brothers? why is 

there only one BOSS standing on the drill ground?” 

yes, just from the name, I know that the garrison commander is a general who leads troops. But where 

are his soldiers? where did they go? ” 

“Perhaps all of its demon soldiers have been sent to defend the city, hehe.” 

that’s impossible. Even so, there should be some demon soldiers left with the garrison commander. 

“Who knows what’s going on? why don’t you go look around and see if there are any demon soldiers 

hiding nearby?” 

“Nonsense, isn’t it normal to have a single BOSS? What’s so strange about that?” 

that’s right. Let’s hurry up and defeat the garrison commander first. After that, we still have to fight the 

demon City Lord. He’s the one who’s going to be the biggest winner. 

“You’re right, let’s do it. The garrison commander was blown up.” 

“six-barreled boss, hurry up and start the fight.” 

Zhang Shan was not unreasonable. He rode the red Hare and quickly rushed towards the demon 

garrison commander. 

behind him, there were seven or eight support classes following, ready to help him heal. 

Although Zhang Shan’s current strength was already very powerful. 

For many normal red bosses, even if there was no support to heal them, Zhang Shan could still take it. 

However, they had a lot of support here, so of course, they shouldn’t be too reckless. 

It would be safer to bring a support to fight the monsters. 

Before the battle, no one knew who the commander of the demon Garrison was. 

What kind of trash was he? 

Perhaps it would be very fierce. 

Although Zhang Shan and the rest had already blown up a garrison commander in the demon 

suppressing city before, they were still very strong. 

However, the garrison commander was a level 50 red BOSS. 

The commander of the garrison this time was level 70. 

in addition, the garrison commanders of the two cities might have different skills. 

If he did not bring a support, what if Zhang Shan could not hold on and was knocked to the ground by 

the garrison commander? that would be a disaster. 

Zhang Shan quickly rushed towards the commander of the demon Garrison. 



Before he could even get close. 

the commander of the twin demon city’s garrison turned his head and looked at him. 

After seeing Zhang Shan, the giant axe on the garrison commander’s shoulder had somehow fallen into 

his hands. 

The commander of the demonic Garrison waved his huge axe and arrived in front of Zhang Shan in two 

steps. 

The Super large axe was headed straight for Zhang Shan. 

Fuck. 

Zhang Shan could not help but complain. 

how could the commander of the demon garrison have such a fast reaction? 

He was a long-range profession, and he didn’t even have the time to shoot. 

The commander of the demon Garrison had actually taken the initiative. 

The huge axe landed on Zhang Shan’s body. 

damage -190667. 

A single axe could deal 190000 damage. This commander of the demonic Garrison was quite powerful. 

Facing the attack of the commander of the demon Garrison, Zhang Shan did not hold back. 

He held the hand cannon and kept shooting bullets at the commander of the demon Garrison. 

However, although Zhang Shan’s attack speed was very fast, it was still very fast. 

However, the damage it caused was very touching. 

... 

the damage he dealt with each shot was only around 20000? 

This was a little exaggerated. 

One had to know that Zhang Shan still had the Taoist’s attack blessing on him. 

normally, zhang shan’s theoretical damage should be around 120000. 

Even with the Holy demon’s protection, which reduced the damage by 50%. 

he should be able to deal around 50000 to 60000 damage. 

why did he only deal around 20000 damage to the commander of the demonic garrison? 

What the hell was this? 

Could it be that the commander of the garrison this time was the same as the one in the demon-

suppressing city? 



did it also have a city defense buff skill with super high defense? 

thinking of this, zhang shan could not help but have a headache. 

... 

Please don’t do this. 

The commander of the demon-suppressing city’s Garrison last time was quite difficult to deal with. 

not only did it have a city defense skill, but it also greatly increased his defense. 

More importantly, the commander of the demon-suppressing city’s Garrison had a very outrageous big 

move. 

If not for Zhang Shan’s strength, if he was not powerful enough, they would have lost the previous time. 

He hoped that the commander of the demon Garrison wouldn’t be like this. 

Otherwise, it would not be easy. 

He quickly took a look at the demonic garrison commander’s attributes and skills. 

Zhang Shan kept firing his guns while checking the attributes and skills of the garrison commander. 

Commander of the Twin Demon City guards (red): Level 70, attack 100000, HP 1 billion. 

Skill 1, earth splitting slash, skill 2, divine great axe, skill 3, city defense, skill 4, Army of thousands. 

Status: Holy demon’s protection. 

[ earth-splitting slash: the commander of the Twin City guards of the demon race. With one strike of his 

axe, the earth will split open. ] 

deals double damage to the target and its surroundings. damage range: 10 yards. 

[ godly axe: commander of the Twin City guards of the demon race. Godly axe skills. Greatly increases 

attack power. ] 

[ city defense blessing: as the commander of the garrison of Twin City, as long as you are in Twin City, 

you can use the city defense to greatly improve your defense. ] 

[ thousands of soldiers and horses: commander of the twin city garrison. as the garrison of a city, he has 

a large number of demon soldiers under his command. ] 

When it encountered danger, it would summon the demon soldiers under its command to assist in the 

battle. 

[ Holy demon’s protection: Suan ni ] 

After looking at the garrison commander’s attributes and skills. 

Zhang Shan was really having a headache. 

Damn it, the commander of the guards of Twin City was really similar to the one in demon-suppressing 

city. 



The skills of the two bosses were basically the same. 

However, in terms of attributes, the demons in the Twin City were several times stronger than those in 

the demon-suppressing city. 

Of course. 

In this period of time, Zhang Shan’s strength had also increased a lot. 

He was the commander of the Twin Demon city’s Garrison, with 100000 attack power and one billion 

HP. 

To Zhang Shan, it was nothing. 

However, the garrison commander’s ultimate move was too difficult to deal with. 

It was much more disgusting than the city defense buff skill. 

The city defense buff skill only increased the defense of the garrison commander by a few times. 

The BOSS’s defense was very high, so it was not scary. 

Anyway, as long as they could fight, it was fine. 

It was nothing more than a longer fight. 

However, the garrison commander’s Grand attack was really annoying. 

Fortunately, they had fought fast enough last time, and the commander of the demon-suppressing city’s 

Garrison had only recruited a few waves of soldiers. 

Even so, they almost failed to charge out of the garrison commander’s Manor after killing the garrison 

commander. 

After they had defeated the garrison commander. 

The demon soldiers summoned by the garrison commander’s grand move would not disappear. 

Instead, they would continue to gather in the garrison governor’s manor and would even launch attacks 

at them. 

Although the garrison commander’s grand move had summoned the demon soldiers, the demon 

soldiers were still too weak. 

They were just normal monsters. 

These monsters didn’t look very powerful individually. 

However, if the number of small monsters reached a certain level ... 

That would be extremely terrifying. 

It would definitely make it difficult for them to move. 

From the looks of it, they had to hurry up this time. 



He couldn’t let the garrison commander keep summoning demon soldiers. 

If not, even if they managed to kill the garrison commander, they wouldn’t be able to leave the 

governor’s manor. 

However, this wasn’t easy. 

The defense of the commander of the Twin Demon city’s Garrison was so high that even if they wanted 

to attack faster, they couldn’t do it. 

Zhang Shan’s damage with each shot was only around 20000. The damage that the others could do 

would probably be pitifully low. 

There was also another point. Although there were quite a number of people who had come this time, 

there were more than a hundred of them in total. 

However, the commander of the Twin Demon city’s defense had a first small skill, which was an AoE 

skill. 

With this skill, they would be completely excluded from the melee jobs. 

The garrison commander’s earth splitting slash was different from the demon priest’s explosive fireball. 

The demon priest’s explosive fireball was released every ten seconds. 

the garrison commander’s earth splitter was its first minor skill. 

It was equivalent to earth-splitting slashes. 

The melee bosses in the Guild had no chance to attack the BOSS. 

It could be said that when they were dealing with the garrison commander. 

Their group of close-combat professions were completely useless. They were completely useless. 

they couldn’t even deal damage with a single slash. 

He couldn’t go up at all. 

Even in the beginning, they couldn’t go up. 

The damage output would all depend on Zhang Shan and the other long-ranged classes. 

After Zhang Shan had pulled the boss steadily, the rest of the team quickly rushed forward. 

Zhang Shan warned wind cloud blade and the others. 

melee classes, don’t go up. This garrison commander’s every slash is an AoE attack. 

Hearing Zhang Shan’s words, a group of close combat bosses could not help but be stunned. 

Windcloud blade could not help but curse. 

“Fuck, there’s such a thing? All small skills are group attacks? That’s too much nonsense.” 



“You’ll know when you see the garrison commander’s skills.” 

zhang shan could not be bothered to explain and let them see for themselves. 

After Zhang Shan’s reminder. 

After the group of long-range jobs pulled away, they kept throwing all kinds of damage skills at the 

garrison commander. 

As for the group of melee bosses, they were silently looking at the attributes and skills of the garrison 

commander. 

After checking. 

Windcloud blade ridiculed. 

“F * ck, this is too ridiculous! We can’t even kill this BOSS with one strike?” 

sigh, melee classes really don’t have the power of mercy. They’re being targeted everywhere. How sad. 

here’s the question. What should we do now? are we just going to watch from the side? ” 

“Aren’t you talking nonsense? What else do you want to do if you’re not watching? do you want to go 

up and kill the BOSS?” 

” cut my ass. the garrison commander can kill me with a simple earthsplitter. ” 

“That’s right, the garrison commander’s earth splitter has double damage. A casual swing of the axe can 

deal 200000 damage. How can we, with our small bodies, withstand it?” 

“Then what should we do? why don’t we have a few tables of the landlord, hehe.” 

“turn on the fundamental wave. just you wait, there will be time for us to work. After the commander of 

the garrison makes his big move, it’ll be our turn to do the work.” 

After all, blade of wind and cloud had fought with the garrison commander in the demon-suppressing 

city. 

He finally understood. 

the most difficult skill to deal with this garrison commander should be the ultimate skill of the army. 

As for the earth splitter, it only prevented melee classes like them from using it. 

It had no effect on long-ranged classes. 

other than reducing their damage output and slowing them down, it wasn’t a big problem. 

However, the Grand attack was completely different. 

If the commander of the garrison had used the skill a few more times, the screen would have been filled 

with demon Warriors. 

When that time came, they would need these close combat soldiers to move out and block those 

demon soldiers outside. 



Upon hearing wind cloud blade’s words, the other close-combat bosses were extremely confused. 

Why did they have work to do after waiting for a while? 

I can’t tell. 

What kind of work would there be later? what would they need to do? 

They did not understand at all. 

“Yidao, can’t you make things clear? what does the garrison commander want us to do after he uses his 

big move? Do you want us to tank the damage from the big move?” 

“You really have a pig’s brain. Look at the skill description.” 

“Oh, the garrison commander’s big move will summon a large number of demon soldiers? It’s just a 

bunch of small monsters. Do we need to take them so seriously?” 

“do you think they’re just a bunch of small monsters? When the time comes, the garrison commander 

will summon a large number of demonic soldiers. We have to stop these demonic soldiers and not let 

them interfere with their fight against the BOSS.” 

“No way, the garrison commander can summon a lot of demon soldiers? How many were there? Five 

hundred or one thousand?” 

“God knows how many there are. In any case, it won’t be long before the screen will be filled with 

demon soldiers.” 

“F * ck, full screen? Is it really that exaggerated?” 

Upon hearing Windcloud blade’s words, Feng Yun realm, who was currently using his skills to attack the 

garrison commander, could not help but be shocked. 

He asked wind cloud blade. 

“Is the garrison commander’s ultimate move really that powerful?” 

“It’s very fierce, and the interval between the garrison commander’s big moves is very short. Don’t think 

about clearing them. It’s impossible to clear all the demon Warriors summoned by the garrison 

commander. We can only try our best to destroy the garrison commander as soon as possible and then 

rush out of the governor’s manor.” 

Other than Zhang Shan and a few others. 

Windcloud blade’s words left the others dumbfounded. 

They could not believe that such a thing could happen. 

The number of demon soldiers summoned by the garrison commander would be so many that it would 

be impossible to clear them all. 

just how many of those monsters were there? 

One must know that these people were all real rich big shots. 



His equipment and skills were all top-notch. 

He couldn’t even clear the small monsters. 

He simply couldn’t believe it. 

they were very doubtful of wind cloud blade’s words. 

Someone asked Zhang Shan. 

“big boss six-barreled, is this what happened? Is Yi Dao trying to fool us?” 

Zhang Shan was a little speechless. 

was wind and cloud blade’s character that bad? 

Why didn’t the others believe him? 

He still had to find Zhang Shan to confirm it again. 

Zhang Shan could only reply. 

yes, the garrison commander’s ultimate skill is extremely overpowered. He can summon a huge number 

of demon soldiers. We can only think of a way to keep those demon soldiers out. We can’t clear them 

all. 

“F * ck, is it that exaggerated?” 

“F * ck, it sounds a little ridiculous.” 

“Don’t think too much, hurry up and call. Everyone will know when the commander of the garrison uses 

his big move.” 

Zhang Shan led a group of long-range jobs and attacked the garrison commander continuously. 

As for the melee bosses, they could only watch the show from the side. 

Even though their attacks had never stopped. 

Everyone tried their best to deal as much damage as possible. 

However, the commander of the Twin City garrison was really tantalizing. 

each of zhang shan’s shots could only deal about 20000 damage. 

The damage to the others was even more pitiful. 

Those who attacked more might even deal more than a thousand points of damage when the skill 

exploded. 

Most of the time, they could only deal a few hundred points of damage. 

One must know that the commander of the Twin Demon City garrison had one billion HP. 

The BOSS had such a high HP, and their damage output was pitifully low. 



One could imagine that this was a war of refusal. 

Feng Yun Qing Qing released a curse skill, and Zhang Shan quickly went all out. 

He activated his berserk and fanaticism skills, and at the same time, he activated his shadow clone skill. 

three zhang shans stood in a row. 

The bullets were like raindrops, sweeping towards the garrison commander. 

However, even though Zhang Shan’s damage output was extremely violent ... 

however, the hp of the demons ‘twin city guards was still decreasing very slowly. 

The main reason was that the damage dealt by the others was too little. 

They were completely giving the garrison commander a chance. 

The damage each time was only a few hundred to a thousand. 

Compared to the health of the garrison ... 

The amount of damage they received was pitifully little. 

Zhang Shan was still alright. 

The damage he dealt with each shot was more than 20000. 

If it was a critical hit, it would be even higher. 

This was especially true when he used the divine Strike. 

The damage was even more exaggerated. 

[ Holy Strike ] ignores all defense. 

It didn’t matter if it was the defense commander’s city defense buff or the Holy demon’s protection. 

It was completely useless against the divine attack. 

Zhang Shan’s Holy attack could take out more than 1.2 million HP from the garrison commander. 

The damage was very exaggerated. 

It was a pity that only three of Zhang Shan’s godly items had the Holy Strike special effect. His Cape did 

not have any special effect. 

It wasn’t easy to use the Holy Strike. 

Normally, it would take dozens of consecutive attacks to trigger the special effect of the Holy Strike. 

Zhang Shan thought. 

It would be perfect if he could use every single Holy attack. 

Of course, he was dreaming. 



He only had four divine weapons, including the cloak. 

Even after he had gathered all the divine artifacts, he would still be able to use them. 

It was also impossible for him to execute every single divine attack. 

It was just a slight increase in the trigger rate. 

As Zhang Shan fired, he looked at the health bar of the commander of the Twin City guards. 

He couldn’t help but shake his head. 

This was too f * cking slow. 

Zhang Shan did some calculations. 

With his current damage progress ... 

each shot could only deal around 20000 damage. 

When it was a 5x critical hit, it dealt around 100000 damage. 

Under normal circumstances, he could probably fire five shots in two seconds. 

not counting the critical hits, he could only deal three to four million damage per minute. 

Of course, his chances of landing a critical hit were still very high. 

In addition, there was a critical hit and a Holy Strike special effect. 

On average, Zhang Shan should be able to take out about 10 million health points of the garrison 

commander every minute. 

However, the commander of the garrison had one billion HP. 

If he were to fight the boss alone, it would take him at least 100 minutes to kill it. 

As for the damage dealt by the others, it was not worth mentioning at all. 

All the other long-range jobs added together might not even deal as much damage as Zhang Shan alone. 

In the face of the garrison commander, a super meaty BOSS. 

The damage of the others had been suppressed too much. 

He couldn’t deal any damage at all. 

It could be said that they had not even broken through the defense of the garrison commander. 

The few hundred damage that they normally dealt was only some damage to their reputation. 

The system was already giving them face by not letting them deal a single point of damage. 

If he wanted to kill the garrison commander quickly, he had to rely on Zhang Shan’s own damage 

output. 



Chapter 487-trypophobia 

As Zhang Shan fired his shots, he calculated the time. 

If he was alone, he might need to fight for close to two hours before he could destroy the commander of 

the Twin Demon City guards. 

If the others were to deal damage, it would probably take about an hour. 

Only then could he defeat the garrison commander. 

What a headache. 

As Zhang Shan’s abilities grew stronger. 

It had been a long time since he had experienced taking such a long time to fight a BOSS. 

It couldn’t be helped. The commander of the Twin City garrison was just that tantalizing. 

Take it slow. 

This matter could not be rushed. 

The group of long-range professions kept on attacking the garrison commander. 

zhang shan’s few explosive skills, once they were on cooldown. 

He quickly opened it. 

There was no need to save any skills. 

What’s the point of keeping it? 

After all, it would take a long time to defeat the garrison commander. 

zhang shan’s explosive skills could be used several times. 

Under their powerful attacks, the HP of the commander of the Twin Demon City guards decreased very 

slowly. 

However, it was still dropping. 

After about five or six minutes. 

the demon garrison commander’s hp had been reduced to 80%. 

However, this time, the garrison commander did not use any skills. 

It had no skills to use. 

of the four skills of the demonic twin city’s garrison commander. 

Divine axe art and city defense were status skills. 

Only the first minor skill, earth splitting slash, and the ultimate skill, Army of thousands, were active 

skills. 



In other words, before the guard commander’s HP dropped to 50% ... 

Zhang Shan and the rest did not have to worry about the BOSS’s other skills. 

In any case, the garrison commander’s true damage skill was only an earth-splitting slash. 

Other than the fact that Zhang Shan had to take some damage from the BOSS. 

It had no effect on the others. 

however, if the garrison commander used his ultimate skill when he was at half health ... 

That would be interesting. 

At that time, they would definitely have to face a screen full of demon soldiers. 

Originally, the garrison commander’s grand move of thousands of troops and horses could summon a 

large number of demon soldiers at once. 

In addition, the commander of the Twin City garrison was really tantalizing. 

Even after reaching half health. 

zhang shan and the rest would probably need another 20 minutes to be able to kill him. 

he had such a long time. 

Who knew how many times the garrison commander would use his ultimate skill and how many demon 

Warriors he would summon? 

Now, he could only slowly grind it down. 

He would grind the garrison commander’s HP down to half first. 

As everyone attacked, they looked at the health bar of the demonic garrison commander and couldn’t 

help but complain. 

f * ck! Why is this commander of the demon race so tanky? I can’t even move him. 

“It’s alright. Didn’t we already take out 20% of his health?” 

what the f * ck? after fighting for so long, he only managed to get 20% of his health. You call that okay? ” 

that’s right. If it were any other boss, we would have killed it long ago. 

“Sigh, what else can I do? The commander of the Twin City garrison is so tough. We can’t hurt him, nor 

do we have any tricks up our sleeves.” 

“Yeah, it’s simply too meaty. Even my most powerful burst skill can’t even deal 1000 damage. This is 

bullshit.” 

that’s right. When I used my berserk skill, I could deal around 20000 to 30000 damage. However, when I 

hit the garrison commander, I did less than 1000 damage. 

“I’m so f * cking speechless.” 



“Don’t worry, as long as we can kill the BOSS, it doesn’t matter if we spend more time.” 

... 

“That’s true, but it’s not good to keep dragging things out like this.” 

“Then what do you think we should do? We can’t just stop fighting.” 

it’s impossible for us not to fight. Even if we don’t attack the Infernals ‘city, we can’t just let go of the 

opportunity to fight the BOSS. 

that’s true. This garrison commander is a red BOSS after all. Even if it doesn’t drop anything, there’s still 

a skill point reward, hehe. 

“haha, for the skill points, even if it’s dark, we have to destroy it.” 

“That’s right. We’ll fight this garrison commander.” 

Time passed by slowly. 

The group of long-range players kept attacking the garrison commander. 

The commander of the demon Garrison was not weak either. 

It kept waving that extremely scary-looking extra-large axe. 

One Earth splitting slash after another was used on Zhang Shan’s body. 

... 

Each time he slashed, he could reduce 180 to 190 thousand of Zhang Shan’s health. 

Fortunately, he had a support behind him. 

if not, if zhang shan had to suck blood on his own, he would not be able to do it. 

The damage he dealt was only slightly over 20000. 

Based on the 25% lifesteal ratio, he could only recover a few thousand HP at a time. 

Compared to the damage dealt by the demonic garrison commander’s slashes, this was nothing. 

The amount of blood that Zhang Shan had sucked back was nothing. 

Even if his attack speed was much faster than the commander of the demonic Garrison, it was useless. 

He couldn’t deal any damage, which was a hard injury. 

Moreover, there was only the Nephilim garrison commander as the BOSS here. There were no other 

targets around, so it could be used as a launching point. 

Zhang Shan’s catapulting was passive, and it was completely useless here. 

He could only attack with his spear. 

He could only suck back a few thousand at a time. 



Unless it was a critical hit or a Holy Strike. 

Otherwise, his lifesteal effect would basically be useless. 

His current HP recovery was completely dependent on the support’s healing. 

it was a good thing that they had enough support here, and zhang shan’s health bar was long enough. 

A few support players could easily add blood to his health. 

The group of long-range players kept attacking the garrison commander. 

The other close-combat bosses were bored standing at the side. 

Although wind and cloud blade had said that they would have something to do later on, they were not 

afraid of death. 

However, they had to wait for the garrison commander to use his ultimate skill before they could show 

their skills. 

As for now, they had nothing to do at all. 

A group of close-combat bosses really started playing a few tables of fight the landlord. 

This scene made Zhang Shan and the others, who were attacking the BOSS, very unhappy. 

They were doing their best to kill the BOSS. 

Those close-combat bosses were actually playing fight the landlord on the side? 

Everyone felt a little unbalanced. 

One of the long-range players ridiculed. 

“F * ck, you guys are really playing fight the landlord.” 

“What else can we do? we have nothing to do anyway. What else can we do other than fight the 

landlord?” 

“This is too much. We’re having a hard time fighting the BOSS and you’re playing fight the landlord? 

When we distribute the items later, you won’t get a share, Hmph.” 

why are you doing this? you’re just scraping the surface of the garrison commander with that little 

damage. 

“that’s right. you’re just a scrapped person. how dare you criticize us?” 

“F * ck, what’s wrong with scraping? Scraping sand can also cause some damage.” 

come on, with that little bit of damage you’ve done, it’s no different from not having it. 

“don’t be so noisy, quickly play your cards.” 

that’s right, ignore that piece of sh * t. Let’s play cards for a while. When the garrison commander’s HP 

is half, it’ll be our turn to work. 



that’s right. Hurry up and play two more rounds. We won’t have time later. 

“Yeah, it’s rare for me to relax, hehe.” 

There were more than a hundred of them, and more than seventy of them were fighting the boss. The 

other fifty or so melee bosses were playing fight the landlord on the side. 

After about 20 minutes, the demonic garrison commander’s HP was finally reduced to half. 

At this moment, Feng Yun realm said to those close-combat bosses. 

” stop playing cards. quickly adjust your formation and guard the surroundings. the BOSS is almost at 

half health. ” 

“Okay, brothers, it’s time to work.” 

damn, I’ve been idle for half a day and my hands are itching. I hope that the demon soldiers summoned 

by the garrison commander will be more powerful so that I can kill in all directions. 

“You? Killing in all directions? It’s good enough that you don’t get killed by the monsters.” 

that’s right. Be careful not to get cut down by the monsters. That would be embarrassing. 

are you kidding me? I’m so strong. Can the monsters kill me? ” 

don’t brag yet. We’ll know when we’re done. 

When his HP dropped to 50%. 

The commander of the Twin Demon city’s Garrison waved his big axe. 

Countless demon soldiers emerged from all around the drill ground. 

When they saw these demon soldiers, everyone was still relatively calm. 

He looked at the demon soldiers in the distance and ran towards them. 

The group of close-combat bosses quickly formed a small circular formation, protecting Zhang Shan and 

the others who were fighting the BOSS in the middle. 

Soon, these close-combat bosses were fighting with the demon soldiers. 

however, for the time being, it did not seem to be a big problem. 

even though there were still demon soldiers running over from the distance. 

however, there were also many of them. 

There were about forty to fifty people. 

It shouldn’t be a problem to block these demon soldiers. 

haha, there aren’t many demon soldiers. I don’t think I need to be too serious. 

“I think so too. We only need to spend ten minutes to clear out all these demon soldiers.” 



“Stop talking nonsense. Can’t you see that there are demon soldiers running over from the edge of the 

drill ground?” 

that’s fine. The respawn rate of these demon Warriors is not as fast as us. 

“That’s right, it’s not a big problem,” 

“It looks like we overestimated the commander of the garrison, but that won’t do.” 

while a group of melee bosses were bragging. 

The commander of the demonic Garrison waved his huge axe and called out again. 

Once again, a large number of demon soldiers appeared in the distance. 

The newly appeared demon soldiers were stacked on top of the previous ones. 

They hadn’t even cleared one-tenth of the previous batch of demon soldiers. 

The second batch of demon soldiers had already appeared. 

Everyone was dumbfounded when they saw this. 

f * ck, is the interval between the garrison commander’s big moves so short? ” 

that’s right. Does this mean that he can summon a demon warrior every minute? ” 

it’s over, it’s over. There’s really an endless number of small monsters. 

don’t scream. Hurry up and kill the monsters. 

After seeing the garrison commander summon the second wave of demon soldiers, everyone could no 

longer remain calm. 

this was too f * cking fast. 

Originally, the garrison commander could summon many demon soldiers at once. 

This was not all. 

They did not expect that the garrison commander would use his ultimate move so frequently. 

It had only been a minute, and the skill was used for the second time. 

Based on their current speed of killing the BOSS ... 

It would take at least another 20 minutes to defeat the commander of the demonic Garrison. 

If that was the case, the commander of the demonic Garrison would have used the skill [ thousands of 

troops ] more than twenty times. 

This was too much nonsense. 

It was hard to imagine what would happen at the end of the battle. 

How many demon soldiers would appear? 



It was no wonder that Windcloud blade had said that it was impossible to clear all the monsters at the 

start. 

How could they possibly clear it all? 

Zhang Shan and the other long-range jobs had been focused on attacking the garrison commander. 

As for the demon soldiers, they didn’t care at all. 

Let the close-combat bosses handle it. 

as long as the melee bosses could block the demon soldiers outside and not interfere with their output, 

it would be fine. 

In the beginning, the melee bosses couldn’t clear all the small monsters. 

However, they could also defend the defensive circle firmly. 

However, as time passed ... 

After five to six minutes. 

Their defense slowly began to show problems. 

There were simply too many small monsters. 

In the beginning, each of them was holding off a few demon soldiers, and they could still continuously 

cut down some. 

but now, there were more and more monsters. 

Each of them would have to face a dozen, or even dozens of demon soldiers. 

although these demon soldiers were only normal monsters. 

However, they were still level 70 monsters, and their damage wasn’t weak. 

although the equipment and skills of these melee bosses were good, when the number of mobs reached 

a certain level, they would still be able to survive. 

They started to feel like they couldn’t take it anymore. 

One of the melee bosses shouted as he cut down the monsters. 

“F * ck, I can’t hold on any longer.” 

At this moment, one of the long-range bosses who was attacking the garrison commander sneered. 

“Trash, you can’t even handle a few monsters.” 

“f * ck, you do it.” 

I don’t have time. I have to fight the BOSS. I don’t have time to play with the small monsters. 

what the f * ck? there are so many small monsters. How are we going to deal with them? ” 



as more and more monsters appeared, the pressure on them to hold off the monsters grew. 

Some of the slightly more fragile melee bosses were already almost unable to hold on. 

at this moment, wind and cloud blade spoke. 

” we’ll pull back the defense line and shrink the defensive circle. ” 

“That’s right. The commander of the garrison doesn’t have any skills anyway. As long as we don’t let its 

earth splitter hit us, we’ll be fine.” 

Under the command of wind and cloud blade, the group of melee bosses slowly retreated to a defensive 

position. 

Everyone tried to stick close to each other. 

In this case, there were only a few monsters that everyone could face at the same time. 

Furthermore, it could also provide better defense, preventing the small monsters from rushing over and 

interfering with Zhang Shan and the others fighting the boss. 

Just like that, they persisted for a few more minutes. 

At this moment, the commander of the demonic Garrison was about to enter a berserk state from Zhang 

Shan and the others. 

However, the number of monsters on the drill ground had reached a terrifying level. 

The dense crowd of demon soldiers stood close to each other. 

There wasn’t even a tiny gap. 

No one had ever seen such a formation. 

Even though the monsters were usually quite dense when they were grinding, they were still very 

strong. 

However, it was far from being as dense as this. 

the density of the monsterlings was many times more exaggerated than the demon subduing platform’s 

extreme mode. 

As the number of monsters increased, there were already quite a few melee bosses who really couldn’t 

hold on. 

Suddenly, a close-combat Big Shot shouted crazily. 

“F * ck, support, quickly add blood to me, I’m going to fall.” 

However, as soon as he finished speaking, he fell to the ground before the support could even react. 

with one person falling to the ground, a small gap instantly appeared in their defensive circle. 

a large number of demon soldiers rushed towards zhang shan’s side through the gap. the people who 

were fighting the boss rushed over. 



Seeing such a situation. 

zhang shan shouted. 

“leave three supports to heal me. the rest of you, heal the melee.” 

Zhang Shan could tell. 

Even though they had sent quite a number of supports this time. 

Among the 120 people, there were more than 20 supporting classes. 

This ratio could be said to be very high. 

However, it was still not enough for support. 

It did not mean that there were not enough support to heal Zhang Shan. 

In reality, Zhang Shan did not need too many support to heal him. 

However, his damage was not high and the lifesteal effect was weak. 

However, he had a lot of health. 

there was a large margin for error. 

He didn’t need too many support to heal him, and he could still withstand the damage from the garrison 

commander. 

however, the melee bosses in charge of defense couldn’t. 

Facing the sea of demon soldiers charging at them, they could only face them head on. 

If they didn’t have enough support to heal them, they wouldn’t be able to. 

In the beginning, Feng Yun realm split the supporting jobs into two. 

Half of them were in charge of healing Zhang Shan, while the other half were in charge of healing the 

melee. 

now, it seemed that even if half of the support team was sent out, the melee bosses in the front row still 

couldn’t hold on. 

they needed more support. 

After hearing Zhang Shan’s words. 

Feng Yun realm said. 

“Let’s do as six-shot says. You guys go and heal the melee.” 

After the support was redistributed, the melee bosses in the front row finally recovered. 

There were nearly twenty supports healing forty-five of them. 

In other words, each auxiliary profession only needed to be responsible for two melee big shots. 



The situation was immediately stabilized. 

After a short while, the commander of the demonic Garrison entered a berserk state. 

After going berserk, the commander of the garrison waved his giant axe and attacked Zhang Shan 

continuously. 

The damage on Zhang Shan’s body also became more and more severe. 

The three supporting jobs standing behind Zhang Shan waved the weapons in their hands. 

He kept on healing Zhang Shan. 

Even so, their healing speed could not keep up with the garrison commander’s damage speed. 

Zhang Shan’s health bar was often below half. 

He could only rely on himself to absorb a large amount of HP when he continuously dealt critical hits or 

the special effect of Holy Strike. 

He pulled back his health bar. 

Even so, Zhang Shan did not call for more support to heal him. 

Compared to him, the melee bosses in the front row needed the support’s healing more. 

The front line of defense must not collapse. 

If the front row collapsed, then their attack on mo Cheng city would be over. 

If a sea of demon soldiers were to charge into the defensive circle. 

Zhang Shan was fine. He would definitely not die. 

After the monsters charged in, his ejection passive would be effective. 

the lifesteal effect would be greatly enhanced. 

At that time, he would be able to withstand the damage of the garrison commander by himself without 

the support’s healing. 

However, it was useless for him to be able to withstand it alone. 

if the demon race Warriors charged in, the other weak ranged soldiers definitely wouldn’t be able to 

take it. 

A sea of demon Warriors rushed in and could instantly drown these fragile professions. 

If everyone else fell to the ground. 

If he was the only one left, what was the point of attacking the city? 

Could he defeat the Twin Demon City by himself? 

That was impossible. 



They were only at the fourth BOSS. 

they had yet to see the fiercest demon city lord. 

The demonic city Lord was definitely a BOSS with a real name. 

It was impossible to win by Zhang Shan alone. 

Chapter 488 The fury of Thunder scroll 

After redistributing the auxiliary professions, the melee bosses standing in the front line quickly 

stabilized their formation. 

As for Zhang Shan’s side, there were only three supports left to heal him. 

But it wasn’t a big problem. He could still hold on. 

Even the commander of the demons ‘Garrison had been killed after entering the berserk state. 

Zhang Shan was still able to steadily withstand the BOSS’s damage. 

The group of long-range players kept attacking the garrison commander. 

Under normal circumstances, when the BOSS entered berserk, it should become much more fragile. 

Everyone’s damage would be much higher than before they went berserk. 

However, after the commander of the demon Garrison entered berserk mode ... 

although the damage that zhang shan and the others dealt had increased, it was not by much. 

Zhang Shan’s current damage was still more than 20000, not reaching 30000. 

as for the other long-range classes, the damage they dealt was also in the hundreds. 

It was only when they used berserk skills that their damage would exceed 1000. 

However, berserk skills had a cooldown. 

Therefore, although the commander of the demonic Garrison had only 20% of his health left, he had 

entered a berserk state. 

However, he didn’t fall so easily. 

they still had to fight for a while before they could blow it up. 

However, compared to the beginning, he could finally see the dawn of victory. 

No matter what, the demon garrison commander was about to be blown up. 

At most, they would only be able to play for another five or six minutes. 

Looking at the health bar of the demon garrison commander, it must be dropping steadily. 

Everyone couldn’t help but feel a little happy. 



good luck! The demon garrison commander is about to drop. 

” immediately my ass. it’ll take at least a few more minutes. ” 

a few minutes is nothing. We’ve already been fighting for more than 40 minutes. Do we still need a few 

more minutes? ” 

“Alright, if that’s the case, then it’s about to be blown up, hehe.” 

“Hey, I have a question. I don’t know if you’ve thought about it. How are we going to get out after we’ve 

blown up the commander of the demonic Garrison? there are so many demonic soldiers here, it feels 

like we can’t get out at all.” 

what’s there to worry about? we’ll kill our way out after we defeat the garrison commander. 

you make it sound so simple. Look at the dense number of monsters here. Do you think we can kill 

them? ” 

“that’s fine. at most, we’ll just stay where we are and farm for a few hours. No matter how many small 

monsters there are, we can always clear them out.” 

no way. After killing the BOSS, we still have to stay here and farm for a few hours? ” 

“What else? how do you think we can get out? we can’t just hang up and go back, right?” 

At this moment, someone asked wind and cloud blade. 

“Yidao, how did you get out of the demon-suppressing city after you defeated the garrison 

commander?” 

windcloud blade said smugly. 

of course we are. We’ll just kill our way out. 

no way! There are so many monsters. You guys only had five people back then, and you could kill your 

way out? ” 

I don’t think so. There are so many demon soldiers that it’s impossible for them to charge through. 

While Zhang Shan was continuously attacking the garrison commander, he heard Feng Yun cutting off 

cowhide. 

He exposed him on the spot and said. 

don’t listen to one blade’s nonsense. Last time, the garrison commander only used his big move three or 

four times. There weren’t as many small monsters as now. Moreover, the small monsters last time were 

level 50 demon Warriors, so they were much easier to deal with. 

Hearing Zhang Shan’s words, the others finally reacted and started to mock him. 

“Damn, so one blade was just bragging.” 

“King of Bullsh * t.” 



“Who asked you to believe him? you can’t believe a single word that Yidao says, hehe.” 

Wind cloud blade retorted. 

” i’m not bragging. last time, we really did kill our way out. ” 

“Alright, you’re right.” 

don’t worry so much. Let’s wait until we defeat the garrison commander. 

“That’s right, things have to be done one by one.” 

Under their continuous attacks, the health of the commander of the demonic Garrison was slowly 

decreasing. 

20%, 10%, 5%. 

... 

He was getting closer and closer to blowing it up. 

Zhang Shan summoned the Panda ball and controlled it to move forward. 

When the demon garrison commander was beaten to a pulp. 

Zhang Shan saw the opportunity and controlled the Panda bear, using a combo skill. 

The Panda ball waved its cute little claws and slapped seven times in a row. 

The commander of the demons ‘Garrison was smacked to the ground. 

&Lt; system announcement: congratulations to Feng Yun realm, six-pipe Bodhisattva, and follow me Gu 

for killing the demonic Twin City guard commander. &Gt; 

Skill point +1, medal +100. 

After seeing the commander of the demon Garrison fall to the ground, everyone couldn’t help but 

breathe a sigh of relief. 

To be honest, it had been a long time since they had fought a boss for such a long time. 

After the demon garrison commander was defeated. 

... 

The long-ranged classes had freed up their hands and joined in to clear out the small monsters. 

With their participation, it would not be a big problem for them to guard the corner of the formation. 

However, it would not be so easy to rush out. 

As everyone cleared the monsters, they tried to move out. However, after a few attempts ... 

everyone quickly gave up on this unrealistic idea. 

There were too many demon soldiers on the drill ground. 



they could only defend the current corner of the formation. as for breaking out of the encirclement, 

they simply couldn’t. 

After a few attempts, everyone was depressed. 

“Damn, we can’t get out. Don’t think about anything else, let’s just stay here and kill the mobs. After 

we’ve cleared some of the mobs, we’ll try to get out of here.” 

that’s right, it’s really weird. Although the training ground of the governor’s manor looks huge, there 

should be a limit to it, right? why do the small monsters here give off the feeling that they can’t be 

cleared out? ” 

In response to his teammates ‘questions, Windcloud blade spoke. 

“Do you think that only the drill ground has demon soldiers? The entire governor’s manor is definitely 

filled with demon soldiers.” 

“Is that so? No wonder I always felt like we couldn’t clear all the small monsters. It turns out that there 

are demon soldiers outside the drill ground. Damn.” 

” don’t panic. take it slow. we’ll clear a path sooner or later. ” 

“Right, let’s take it slow when it comes to farming monsters. Boss, take a look, did anything good drop 

just now?” 

after killing the commander of the demonic garrison, everyone started to clear out the small monsters. 

he did not even have the time to ask feng yun realm what items he had dropped. 

However, everyone was just asking casually. 

After passing through the first few bosses. 

Everyone was no longer looking forward to the items dropped by normal red bosses. 

If the drop rate was good, there might be a good skill book. 

But it was just that. 

As for the divine weapon mold that everyone had been looking forward to, no one was looking forward 

to it anymore. 

It was simply unrealistic. 

They had killed three red bosses in a row, but they did not even see a divine weapon mold. 

this time, they only wanted to see if there were any suitable skill books dropped. 

After Feng Yun realm checked his inventory, he displayed the items dropped by the garrison commander 

on the party channel and said, ” 

“it seems like it’s not too bad this time. a powerful scroll dropped.” 

hearing feng yun realm’s words, zhang shan could not help but be curious. 



what kind of scroll could be considered a powerful scroll? 

Zhang Shan looked at Feng Yun realm’s list of items. 

There were three red equipment and one red material. 

There was also a scroll, the fury of Thunder. 

Just by looking at the name of the scroll, one could tell that it was a very powerful scroll. 

Zhang Shan took a look at the item description of the Thunder scroll. 

[ Thunder’s Fury (scroll): cast a Thunderbolt on the target area, causing a large area of Holy damage. ] 

100,000 damage, duration of 10 seconds, damage range of 100 yards, usage 1/1. 

He read the item description of the scroll. 

It had to be said that this was indeed an awesome scroll. 

Be it the damage range or the duration, they were not small. 

furthermore, the scroll’s damage output was not bad. 

100,000 damage per second was already considered very strong. 

The most important thing was that the damage dealt by the scroll was Holy. 

What was Holy damage? 

It was similar to the divine weapon’s Holy Strike special effect. The damage it dealt ignored all defense. 

In other words, it didn’t matter how high a monster’s defense was or if it had any other status. 

The amount of damage the scroll said could deal would be the true damage. 

If this Thunder’s Fury scroll was placed in the early stages of the game, it would definitely sell for a high 

price. 

after all, in a chaotic battle, if one side had such a scroll, it could turn the situation around. 

However, the game had progressed to this point. 

The fury of Thunder scroll looked pretty good. 

However, its actual value was already far from what it was before. 

no matter how powerful the scroll’s damage was, it was only equivalent to a few ultimate skills. 

There were already quite a few people who had ultimate skills. 

The wind and cloud Guild alone had almost ten ultimate skills. 

They didn’t have much need for such damage scrolls. 

After everyone saw Feng Yun realm’s items, they were neither surprised nor disappointed. 



It could only be said that it was just like that. 

Wind and cloud blade said. 

“Boss, why don’t you just use the scroll? there are so many monsters here anyway, you can just use the 

scroll to clear them.” 

“are you kidding me? you want to use such a precious scroll to clear out small monsters? Are you out of 

your mind?” 

“Then what can we do? with so many monsters, how long will it take us to clear them all? Besides, we’ve 

already killed four bosses, and only the demon City Lord is left. We’re in a hurry, and who knows if there 

will be other accidents if we drag this out.” 

“will there be any accidents?” 

” who knows? i think we should hurry up. ” 

Upon hearing wind cloud blade’s words ... 

Zhang Shan interrupted. 

“Yes, we need to do it quickly. I think the bosses in the Twin Cities will respawn every two hours. This 

was because the captain of the city gate guards could only be refreshed once every two hours. If this 

drags on, I’m worried that the BOSS we fought before will respawn again. If that’s the case, I’m afraid we 

won’t be able to find the demon City Lord.” 

“f * ck, there’s such a thing?” 

“I don’t know, I’m just guessing.” 

After hearing Zhang Shan’s words, everyone could not help but feel nervous. 

It had been almost an hour since they started fighting the captain of the city gate guards. 

the main problem was that the commander of the demon garrison had delayed them for too long. 

According to Zhang Shan’s guess, if they were to drag on. 

They might not even be able to enter the city Lord’s mansion. 

If he just needed to clear all the bosses again, then it would be fine. 

it would just take a little more time, and they could kill another BOSS. 

However, he was afraid that there would be other unpredictable changes, which would be troublesome. 

After Zhang Shan finished, Feng Yun realm could no longer remain calm. 

He said. 

I’ll use a scroll to open a path. Everyone, try to rush out. 

After Feng Yun realm finished speaking, he took out the fury of Thunder scroll and began to use it. 



After the scroll dissipated, the sky suddenly turned dark. 

The light returned instantly. 

A large patch of lightning fell on the demon soldiers in front of them. 

All the demonic soldiers within 100 yards were cleared in an instant. 

this was not all. 

the damage from the scroll lasted for ten seconds. 

After a large number of demon soldiers were cleared out. 

The demon Warriors outside continued to enter the damage range of Thunder’s Fury. 

Within these ten seconds, demon soldiers advanced one after another. 

It was constantly filling up the gaps created by the fury of Thunder scroll. 

However, these demon soldiers were quickly turned into ashes. 

Ten seconds later, the lightning disappeared. 

zhang shan took a look at his experience bar. he had unknowingly increased it by a small chunk. 

the drill ground was filled with small monsters. who knew how many small monsters the scroll of the 

fury of thunder had killed? 

It was probably more than a hundred thousand. 

however, when the scroll’s effect disappeared ... 

The number of monsters around them didn’t seem to have decreased. They were still densely packed. 

“F * ck, why are there still so many monsters?” 

“F * ck, I wasted a scroll.” 

“it’s not a waste. at least it helped us clear a lot of monsters.” 

“what the f * ck, how do we get out of here?” 

“What the hell? just how many demon soldiers did the garrison commander summon?” 

“That’s right, that scroll of the fury of Thunder just now cleared at least a hundred thousand monsters. 

However, the number of monsters in the surroundings hasn’t decreased at all. This is unbelievable.” 

As Zhang Shan continued to fire his guns, he could not help but feel a headache. 

This demon garrison commander was really disgusting. 

Even though he was beaten up, he still caused them so much trouble. 

“What do we do now? Are we going to use our big moves to open up a path?” 



One of the bosses with ultimate skills asked Feng Yun realm. 

In fact, Feng Yun realm’s brain was also a little blank at this moment. 

He had thought that the fury of Thunder scroll would be powerful. 

No matter what, he would be able to clear a path for them. 

However, the result was too disappointing. 

The fury of Thunder scroll, apart from killing a large number of small monsters and giving them some 

experience, was also a magic scroll. 

It didn’t have any substantial effect. 

It felt like a waste. 

Feng Yun realm said after thinking for a long time. 

” take turns to cast your ultimate skills and rush out as soon as possible. ” 

After Feng Yun realm had finished speaking. 

Wind and cloud blade activated his destruction skill, and a violent shockwave spread out from wind and 

cloud blade. 

An empty space was cleared out in an instant. 

However, the empty space that he had just cleared was quickly filled up by other monsters. 

He felt that it was not very useful, like a cup of water on a burning cart of firewood. 

it wasn’t because wind cloud blade’s destructive move wasn’t powerful enough. 

His ultimate destructive move dealt ten times the damage. 

in the blink of an eye, all the monsters within a 50-yard radius were cleared. 

However, the number of monsters was simply too high. 

if this continued, they probably wouldn’t be able to kill their way out even if they used all their big 

moves. 

zhang shan said. 

“i’ll try to open up a path. you guys follow behind me.” 

Hearing Zhang Shan’s words, the others asked in confusion. 

“Big Boss six-barreled, this won’t do. No matter how fast you clear the monsters, you can’t beat the 

speed at which the monsters respawn.” 

that’s right. These demon soldiers seem to be endless. 

Zhang Shan explained. 



” it’s because we can’t clear them all that we have to rush out. otherwise, we might not be able to clear 

all the monsters here even after hours. ” 

“That’s right. Let the six-barreled Big Shot try it first. We can’t keep farming monsters here, that’d be too 

much of a stretch.” 

“Charge, charge, charge!” 

After some adjustments. 

Zhang Shan took the lead and stood at the very front. 

The rest of the people formed a small defensive circle behind him. 

Zhang Shan was at the front, firing non-stop. 

However, it didn’t seem to have much effect. 

however, with his powerful lifesteal ability, the monsters could not do anything to him. 

But Zhang Shan could not move a single step forward. 

After he finished killing a batch of monsters, the monsters behind him quickly rushed up. 

He was always surrounded by a dense number of small monsters. 

he felt like he had seen it all before. 

Seeing this, Zhang Shan was a little angry. 

Damn it, he was already so strong now, but he still couldn’t deal with a group of small monsters? 

This was too plain. 

zhang shan took a look at his skills panel. 

His berserk skills were already on cooldown. 

Zhang Shan went all out in an instant. 

He activated his berserk and fanaticism skills, and at the same time, he activated his shadow clone skill. 

The three Zhang Shan’s stood in a line. Bullets rained down on the demon soldiers in front of them. 

At the same time, as long as the pomegranate grenade skill was on cooldown, he would continue to cast 

it. 

although the pomegranate shell skill could only kill small monsters at a time, it could only deal a few 

thousand damage. 

However, it was better than nothing. 

after zhang shan went all out, they could finally slowly push forward. 

Countless demon soldiers fell down like firewood. 



Slowly, Zhang Shan opened up a path. 

Zhang Shan’s firepower had turned into a huge blade, and he had opened up a path in the dense horde 

of monsters. 

he led his teammates and slowly moved forward. 

Unfortunately, the berserk skill’s duration ended shortly after. 

He returned to his previous state and found it difficult to move. 

However, they had already pushed to the edge of the drill ground. 

There were many monsters outside the drill ground. 

However, this place wasn’t an empty space after all. There were all sorts of obstacles in the other areas 

of the governor’s manor. 

It wasn’t effective against concentrated wild monsters. 

as long as they could rush out of the drill ground, the rest should be easier to handle. 

After some effort, Zhang Shan finally led everyone out of the drill ground. 

Looking outside, it was still a dense pack of monsters. 

zhang shan was no longer panicking. 

The hand cannon continued to fire bullets, slowly opening up a path. 

He then led everyone towards the governor’s manor’s entrance. 

the other guild bosses behind zhang shan also kept on casting their skills. 

Facing a level 70 demon warrior, they could still deal some damage. 

As long as Zhang Shan’s skills were on cooldown, he would quickly activate them. 

Open fire and speed up their advance. 

Slowly, they neared the entrance of the governor’s manor. 

Victory was in sight. 

chapter 489-blocking the door 

Under Zhang Shan’s lead. 

They spent a total of over ten minutes and finally rushed out of the demon race’s Twin city’s governor’s 

manor. 

After rushing out of the governor’s manor, everyone turned back to look at the manor. 

They were still densely packed with demon soldiers. 

everyone could not help but take a deep breath. 



This was too f * cking scary. 

So many demon soldiers were terrifying. 

No one had ever thought that monsters could be this terrifying. 

he had never seen so many small monsters before. 

It was much scarier than the extreme mode instance dungeon. 

Fortunately, he had finally escaped. 

outside the governor’s mansion of twin city, although there were some demon soldiers, their numbers 

were not small. 

But in comparison, the governor’s manor was densely packed with people. 

they didn’t put the demon soldiers outside in their eyes. 

After a quick round of clearing, the surrounding monsters were cleared. 

A certain guild leader said emotionally. 

I’ve never seen such a dense group of monsters. It’s really scary. 

“Yeah, it’s really scary.” 

” i really didn’t think that small monsters could be this terrifying. ” 

“What’s so strange about that? even ants can kill an elephant.” 

the commander of the Twin City garrison is really terrifying. 

“Yeah, I’ve never heard of such a disgusting BOSS.” 

“I just want to know what will happen if the commander of the garrison continues to use his ultimate 

move. With so many demon soldiers, the governor’s manor won’t explode from the crowd right?” 

“it’s a little strange. the monsters summoned by the garrison commander won’t leave the commander’s 

manor. We don’t even know where those monsters are hiding. We can’t clear them all no matter how 

hard we try.” 

yeah, if we really stay inside to clear the monsters, we might not be able to clear them all even if we 

spend the whole day. 

that’s impossible. No matter how many monsters the garrison commander can summon, there should 

be a limit. It can’t be an infinite number. 

who knows? anyway, boss just used a Thunder’s Fury scroll and the monsters didn’t disappear at all. 

“Who cares? anyway, we’re already out.” 

“That’s right. Let’s hurry to the city Lord Manor first. We’ve already spent too much time here. Don’t 

really wait for us. If we reach the city Lord Manor and realize that we can’t enter, things would be really 

awkward.” 



“you’re right, let’s hurry up.” 

the destination is the city Lord’s mansion. Let’s move forward, hehe. 

“If you kill the demon City Lord, you’ll definitely get a divine weapon mold. Haha, my divine weapon is 

about to appear.” 

f * ck, we haven’t even seen the shadow of the demon City Lord, and we’re already dreaming here. 

“This is called having a dream, hehe.” 

“Nonsense, you’re daydreaming.” 

after rushing out of the garrison commander’s manor in twin city ... 

The group of them blew on the water as they quickly advanced toward the city Lord’s mansion. 

Although there were many demon soldiers on the streets of the city, they had to clear the monsters 

while moving forward. 

But in comparison, it was extremely difficult for him to move about in the governor’s manor. 

their current speed of advancement was much faster. 

Furthermore, the governor’s manor of Twin City was not too far away from the governor’s manor. 

It took them less than two minutes to reach the city Lord’s mansion. 

The gate of the city Lord’s mansion was wide open. 

Zhang Shan felt a little strange. 

What he found strange was not that the city Lord’s mansion was not closed, and they could enter. 

It was because there were a few guards outside the mayor’s residence when he was in the demon-

suppressing city. 

And those guards were purple bosses. 

However, there were no guards in the city Lord’s mansion of Twin City. 

Hence, Zhang Shan felt a little weird. 

As the center of the city, how could the city Lord’s mansion not have any guards? 

It was really strange. 

However, Zhang Shan did not dwell on this matter. 

... 

After all, it was just a game. 

Any scene that appeared was acceptable. 

the others followed the gate and looked into the city lord’s mansion. 



It was empty inside, just like the garrison commander. 

everyone could not help but feel a little flustered. 

Someone said. 

“There’s not even a ghost in the city Lord’s mansion. It can’t be the same as the commander’s Manor, 

right? when we kill the BOSS, the screen will be filled with monsters.” 

” bullsh * t, do you have a pig’s brain? this is the last BOSS. as long as we kill the nephilim city lord, this 

city will no longer belong to the nephilims. how can there still be wild monsters? ” 

“That’s true.” 

Asked Feng Yun realm. 

“What do we do now? Are we going in directly?” 

... 

Among the people present, only Zhang Shan and the other four had experience in attacking a Demon 

City. 

However, facing Feng Yun realm’s question, Zhang Shan did not know how to answer. 

The city Lord’s mansion of Twin City was completely different from the one they had fought in demon-

suppressing city. 

Back in the demon-suppressing city. 

Not only were there guards at the entrance of the city Lord’s mansion. 

Moreover, there were many monsters and mini-bosses in the city Lord’s mansion. 

However, there seemed to be nothing here. 

Of course, it didn’t matter if there were monsters or mini-bosses. 

As long as they went in and looked, they would know. 

At the very least, the city Lord of the demon race should be in the city Lord’s mansion. 

As long as he found the demon City Lord and destroyed it, then everything would be over. 

He couldn’t say it. 

The demon City Lord wasn’t in the city Lord’s mansion, but somewhere else, right? 

if that was the case, it would be too ridiculous. 

Then where would they go to find the demon City Lord? 

zhang shan said. 

“let’s go in directly. let’s find the demon city lord first.” 



Hearing Zhang Shan’s words, the others felt strange. 

Someone asked Zhang Shan. 

“Big Shot six-barreled, you don’t know where the demon City Lord is? Didn’t you guys fight once 

before?” 

“This place is different from the one we fought last time.” 

At this moment, wind cloud blade chimed in. 

“Yes, the governor’s mansion of this Twin City is completely different from the one in demon-

suppressing city. When we were in the demon-suppressing city, the mayor’s mansion was full of small 

monsters. We had to clear the small monsters while looking for the mayor of the demon race.” 

f * ck, but there’s not even a shadow here. Where are the monsters? ” 

I hope there won’t be any more accidents. The unknown is really annoying. 

“Stop jinxing things. Let’s go in and find the demon City Lord together.” 

“They’re all rushing into the mansion.” 

however, when they entered the city lord’s mansion ... 

Suddenly, they heard loud rumbling sounds coming from outside. 

It sounded like countless troops were moving quickly. 

Hearing this sound, everyone could not help but look at each other, not knowing what had happened. 

This caused everyone to not dare to continue advancing. 

Without understanding what was going on, how would they dare to split up and look for the demon City 

Lord? 

After a while, they saw countless demon soldiers outside. They seemed to be charging towards them. 

Seeing this, everyone couldn’t help but be shocked. 

“Damn, what’s going on? Are these demon soldiers coming for us?” 

“I’m 80% sure.” 

“Why is that? Could it be that because we entered the city Lord’s mansion, these demon soldiers are 

here to protect the mansion?” 

“I guess so.” 

it’s over, it’s over. It can’t be that all the demon soldiers in the city will come here, right? how many will 

there be? ” 

“f * ck, this is such a big city, and there are demon soldiers everywhere. if they all come here, won’t we 

be finished?” 



Seeing the distant demon soldiers moving towards the city Lord’s mansion, everyone became a bit 

flustered. 

The main thing was that they had been frightened by the sea of demon soldiers in the garrison 

commander’s Manor. 

When they thought about how they would have to face a sea of demon soldiers besieging them, 

everyone couldn’t help but panic. 

Twin City was a big city. 

the city was filled with demon soldiers. 

although they had already cleared some of them when they were advancing earlier, they were still a lot 

weaker than before. 

But compared to the demon soldiers in the entire city, the portion that they had cleared out was much 

smaller. 

It was just a drop in the ocean. 

If they were surrounded by all the demon soldiers in the city, how terrifying would that be? 

With just a hundred of them, if they wanted to clear out all the demon soldiers in the city ... 

He might not even be able to clear them all even after a few days. 

furthermore, the demon race warriors in the twin cities might respawn after they were killed. 

If that was the case, they might never be able to finish grinding. 

Seeing the demon soldiers charging over from afar, Zhang Shan was also a little stunned. 

What the f * ck was he supposed to do? 

He had to quickly think of a feasible way. 

otherwise, their attack on the demon city this time could be declared a failure. 

Zhang Shan looked at the surrounding terrain. 

he suddenly said to the others. 

“Quick, block the main gate of the city Lord’s mansion. Don’t let the demon soldiers in.” 

Zhang Shan immediately reacted. 

There were so many demon Warriors in the entire Twin City. It was impossible for them, with only a 

hundred people, to fight so many small monsters. 

However, they had all entered the city Lord’s mansion. 

As long as they had a portion of their people block the gates of the city Lord’s mansion. 

In that case, the others could still continue to fight the demon City Lord. 



thus, zhang shan quickly issued a warning. 

After hearing Zhang Shan’s words, Feng Yun realm immediately arranged for people to block the gates 

of the city Lord’s residence. 

Seven or eight Guardian Warriors stood in the front row, blocking the gate of the city Lord’s mansion. 

In addition, there were the same number of supports who healed them one-on-one. 

Other than that, Feng Yun realm had also arranged for a few people to be reserve players. 

feng yun realm had just finished arranging his men. 

The demon soldiers outside had already rushed to the gate of the mayor’s mansion. 

Countless demon soldiers attacked the city Lord’s mansion. 

However, they were all blocked outside the door. 

Seven or eight Guardian Warriors blocked the gate of the city Lord’s mansion. 

They didn’t ask for the demon soldiers to be killed, they just wanted to block them. 

Countless demon soldiers kept on hacking down. 

The Guardian Warriors blocking the gate lost a lot of HP. 

However, behind each of them, there was a support. 

He healed them one-on-one, stabilizing their health bars. 

after observing for a while, the others realized that a huge number of demon soldiers were rushing 

toward the city lord’s mansion. 

However, they were all blocked outside the door and could not enter at all. 

seeing such a situation, everyone could not help but heave a sigh of relief. 

This was a little scary. 

Fortunately, the problem seemed to have been solved. 

No matter how many demon soldiers there were in Twin City, as long as they didn’t rush in and didn’t 

interfere with their fight against the demon City Lord, it would be fine. 

“So many demon soldiers, it’s a bit scary.” 

“It’s a good thing we reacted quickly and blocked the demon Warriors outside the door. It didn’t affect 

our fight with the BOSS.” 

“What do we do now? Are we going to find the city Lord of the demon race?” 

“do we need to observe for a while longer and see if these ten people can hold them back? They can’t 

collapse. If the demon soldiers break through the gate, we’ll be finished.” 



“Don’t worry, these demon soldiers won’t be able to get in.” 

that’s right. There’s no reason why so many people can’t guard one gate. 

Zhang Shan looked at the current situation. He also felt that there should not be any more problems 

now. 

However, he was still not at ease. 

Zhang Shan opened the mini-map and looked at it carefully. At the same time, he said to the others. 

“everyone, look on the map and see if there are any other gates in this city lord’s mansion.” 

Hearing Zhang Shan’s words, everyone was shocked. 

If there were other gates in the Twin City Lord’s mansion, then it would be a big deal. 

They were only blocking one gate while the other gates were open. If no one was guarding it, it would 

be completely meaningless. 

The demon soldiers couldn’t charge in here. 

They would definitely rush in from another door. 

Everyone quickly searched on the map and someone quickly called out. 

look over here, doesn’t this look like a gate? ” 

a certain big shot had sharp eyes and quickly saw a place that looked like a gate on the map. 

He immediately sent the coordinates to the team channel. 

“F * ck, it seems like there really is another gate.” 

“Hurry up and block that gate.” 

zhang shan took a look at the location that the sharp-eyed big shot had sent. 

it was on the same central axis as where they were now. 

It just happened to be in the other direction of the city Lord’s mansion. 

From the map, it looked like there was also a gate. 

No matter what, to prevent any accidents, everyone quickly ran in that direction. 

Feng Yun realm said to those who were blocking the way. 

“You guys guard this gate, we’ll go to the other side.” 

“Don’t worry, boss.” 

The city Lord’s mansion occupied a large area. 

if they wanted to run to the other side, they would need at least half a minute. 



Just as they were running. 

He saw many demon soldiers coming out of nowhere from the city Lord’s mansion. 

At the sight of these demon soldiers scurrying around, everyone’s mood sank to the bottom. 

Originally, everyone was still holding onto the mentality of getting lucky. 

He felt that there was a gate in the other direction. 

However, it was not certain that there was another gate. 

Now, it seemed that there was indeed another gate on the other side. 

And many demon soldiers were already charging in through the gate that they had not noticed before. 

At this moment, Feng Yun realm shouted. 

“Don’t worry about these demon soldiers. They should have just rushed in. Let’s go to the gate and 

block it.” 

No one paid any attention to the demons who were running around. They just kept rushing toward the 

gate. 

However, as they got closer and closer to the second gate ... 

He realized that he could not run at all. 

In the short period of time just now. 

they had already rushed in, many demon soldiers. 

It blocked their way forward. 

If they didn’t clear the monsters, they wouldn’t be able to get close to the second gate. 

However, the problem was that they didn’t have the time to clear out the small monsters. 

It was because they couldn’t clear out all these demon soldiers. 

The more time they wasted, the more monsters would charge in. 

The speed at which the monsters charged in would far exceed the speed at which they cleared the 

monsters. 

He had to block the main door first. 

only by cutting off the monsters at the source could they continue. 

At this point, Feng Yun realm could no longer remain calm. 

He shouted to the others. 

“Use all your big moves and use them to open a path.” 

Luckily, when they were at the garrison governor’s manor, they didn’t use up all their big moves. 



This was because there were simply too many small monsters in the garrison commander’s Manor. 

After Windcloud blade used his ultimate, everyone felt that using it would not have much of an effect. 

The monsters in the garrison commander seemed to be endless. 

As such, no one else used their ultimate skills to clear the monsters. 

Instead, he saved his big move. 

At this moment, they still had seven or eight ultimate skills. 

It just so happened to come in handy. 

After Feng Yun realm finished speaking, he took the lead and unleashed a fiery rain. 

Countless flames descended from the sky and fell on the group of monsters. 

An empty space was cleared out in an instant. 

The other bosses in the team who had ultimate skills were also casting all kinds of big moves. 

In an instant, the passage to advance was opened. 

Zhang Shan followed the path opened by these big bosses. As he advanced quickly, he opened fire. 

by the time he got close to the gate, all his big moves had been used up. 

However, there were still countless demon soldiers outside, rushing into the city Lord’s mansion. 

Although they were already close to the main gate of the city Lord’s mansion, they did not block it. 

It was only a few yards away, but there were too many demon soldiers rushing in. 

They could no longer push it. 

When he saw this. 

He, Zhang Shan, quickly went all out. 

The three Zhang Shan’s stood in a row, and the violent bullets swept towards the demon soldiers. 

under the suppression of zhang shan’s firepower, the others were struggling to follow. 

After a while, they finally arrived at the main entrance. 

A few Guardian Warriors quickly stepped forward and blocked the door. 

The surging flood of demon soldiers was cut off in an instant, and the demon soldiers outside could no 

longer enter. 

Seeing that the main entrance had been blocked, everyone could not help but let out a long sigh of 

relief. 

However, things were not over yet. 



There were no new demon soldiers outside the gate that could rush in. 

But there was still a sea of demon soldiers around them. 

In order to block the gate, they did not specifically clear the small monsters. 

instead, he rushed towards the door. 

now that the main gate was blocked, they still had to clear out the monsters that had rushed in. 

Even though they had just used several big moves in succession. 

He had knocked down countless demon soldiers. 

However, there were still tens of thousands of demon soldiers in their surroundings. 

If they didn’t get rid of these demon soldiers, they would be killed. 

Not only were they unable to find the demon City Lord, but even the people blocking the gate were not 

safe. 

If the monsters attacked from both sides, there would be too few people left to block the door. 

Without anyone’s command, everyone consciously cleared the monsters. 

It was just that the number of monsters was a little high. 

Other than Zhang Shan, they had all used up their big moves. 

It would take a lot of time to clear out the surrounding monsters. 

However, compared to the previous dangerous situation ... 

It was no longer a big problem. 

Without the addition of new monsters, they would be able to clear these monsters sooner or later. 

First, he would slowly clear out all the small monsters around him. 

Chapter 490 Skyblade 

when zhang shan and the rest entered the residence of the twin city’s city lord, all the demon soldiers in 

the city rushed towards them. 

However, their reaction speed was not slow either. 

They quickly blocked the front and back gates of the city Lord’s mansion, blocking the demon soldiers 

outside. 

Now, they just needed to clear out some of the demon soldiers that entered the city Lord’s mansion. 

He didn’t need to clear all of them, he just needed to clear most of the demon soldiers. 

As for the remaining demon soldiers, as long as they didn’t cause them any more trouble, it was fine. 



Zhang Shan and the rest were near the back door of the mayor’s residence, farming monsters non-stop, 

trying to clear out these demon soldiers as soon as possible. 

While everyone was clearing out the monsters, a guild leader said worriedly. 

“Could there be another gate in the city Lord’s mansion of Gemini city? Don’t let the other doors slip, or 

we’ll be finished.” 

“That’s impossible. We’ve been looking for a long time on the map, but we can’t find any other gates. if 

there are other gates, everyone should have found them by now.” 

“Clear the monsters quickly, don’t scare yourself.” 

that’s right. If there were any other doors that we missed and didn’t block, the entire city Lord’s 

mansion would have been flooded with monsters by now. 

” that’s right. with the speed at which the demon soldiers are pouring in, if there was still an empty gate 

that we didn’t find, the number of demon soldiers in the mansion would definitely be terrifying. ” 

“That’s true, then there shouldn’t be any.” 

“Don’t worry, the front and back gates of the city Lord’s mansion are symmetrical. If there’s a third gate, 

then this layout is too strange.” 

don’t think too much. Quickly clear the monsters and then go find the demon City Lord. 

After blocking the front and back doors, they quickly cleared the monsters. 

After about half an hour, they finally cleared out most of the demon soldiers who had rushed into the 

city Lord’s mansion. 

The large group of monsters had already been cleared by them. 

there might still be a small number of monsters scattered around the city lord’s mansion, but these 

small monsters ... 

It was already very difficult for them to pose much of a threat to the next BOSS battle. 

Therefore, they didn’t need to search everywhere and clear out all the small monsters. 

He was too lazy to look for it. 

After they had cleaned up most of the demon soldiers. 

Asked Feng Yun realm. 

“Are we going to look for the demon City Lord together, or are we going to split up?” 

Towards Feng Yun realm’s question, Zhang Shan did not even think about it and replied. 

let’s split up. The city Lord’s mansion is so big. If we walk together, it will take a long time to find it. 

As for the general location of the demon City Lord, it was unknown. 

Zhang Shan had no clue. 



It was useless to guess in such a large city Lord’s mansion. They had to spread out and search. 

When he was in the demon-suppressing city, Zhang Shan had thought that the demon City Lord would 

be in the city Lord’s Hall. 

In the end, when he went over, he didn’t find anything. 

The demon City Lord from last time was admiring the flowers in the back garden. 

As for the demon City Lord, Zhang Shan had no idea where he would be. 

After hearing Zhang Shan’s answer, Feng Yun realm nodded and said. 

” then let’s split up and search. after you find the demon city lord, report the coordinates immediately. ” 

After Feng Yun realm had finished speaking, everyone began to disperse in all directions of the castellan 

mansion. 

There were more than one hundred and twenty of them, and they had come to Twin City of Demons. 

At the front and back gates of the city Lord’s mansion, there were more than a dozen people guarding 

each gate. 

The rest of them could only rely on the remaining players to fight the BOSS. 

but it was still okay. 

There were more than eighty people left. 

Normally, they would have enough people to take down a real-name BOSS. 

It was just that the number of auxiliary vocations was slightly less. 

They had come in total, more than 20 people with auxiliary professions. 

However, The Guardian Warriors blocking the gate needed a lot of support to heal. 

Otherwise, they wouldn’t be able to block the entrance. 

feng yun realm arranged for a support to heal in a one-on-one battle. 

Therefore, other than staying behind to help The Guardian Warriors blocking the gate, the support 

classes that healed. 

There were only seven or eight support classes left, and they could participate in the BOSS fight later. 

It might not even be enough. 

... 

I’ll see how it goes after I find the demon City Lord. 

Anyway, Zhang Shan’s own ability to suck blood was not weak. 

He didn’t believe that the demon City Lord would be as tanky as the garrison commander. 



he couldn’t deal any damage and couldn’t absorb any hp. 

He couldn’t be that unlucky. 

As long as his blood-sucking ability was effective. 

There was no need for too many support to heal, and Zhang Shan could still hold the BOSS. 

Zhang Shan was riding on the red Hare, running around aimlessly. 

He didn’t know where to find the demon City Lord. 

Zhang Shan thought as he ran. 

Why don’t we go to the city Lord’s Hall first? 

... 

When he was in the demon-suppressing city, he couldn’t find the city Lord of the demon race in the city 

Lord’s Hall. 

Perhaps this time, the demon City Lord would be in the main hall. 

He didn’t have a clear direction anyway. 

Then let’s go to the city Lord’s Hall first. 

Zhang Shan quickly made his way to the main hall. 

Although the city Lord’s mansion was huge, if they had a clear goal, they wouldn’t have to run for too 

long. 

After running for less than half a minute, Zhang Shan had arrived at the front of the hall. 

He saw a huge stone tablet standing in front of the hall. 

This was where the players would control the city after they occupied it. 

However, if the players wanted to occupy the city, they had to first destroy the demon City Lord and get 

the city Lord golden seal. 

Only through the city Lord’s golden seal could one control the city. 

Zhang Shan took a look at the stone tablet and was about to run into the hall. 

When he reached the entrance of the hall. 

On the main seat of the hall sat a strange-looking demon. 

Zhang Shan was so scared that he took a few steps back. 

Damn, could this be the demon City Lord? 

It would be better to stay further away. 

A level 70 real-name BOSS was definitely a powerful one. 



Moreover, the aggro range was extremely wide. 

At the moment, he was the only one here without any help. 

Zhang Shan did not have the intention to fight the demon City Lord one-on-one. 

However, was this really the demon race’s city Lord? 

Just now, Zhang Shan had only taken a glance and quickly retreated. 

He didn’t see it clearly. 

at this moment, he was outside the door and peeked inside. 

There was one sitting on the main seat in the hall. 

Oh, no, it should be two bosses. 

The question was, was this one boss or two bosses? 

Zhang Shan was a little confused. 

Anyway, he saw two health bars. 

however, he was able to see the boss’s name clearly this time. 

Brooks, the city Lord of the Twin demon cities. 

The boss only had one name, but it had two HP bars. 

it was very strange. 

this was the first time he had encountered such a situation. 

he didn’t understand at all. 

But Zhang Shan did not dwell on this matter. 

Who cared if it was one or two bosses? 

when everyone was here, he would finish it. 

After confirming that the BOSS in the hall was the demon City Lord, Zhang Shan called out on the team 

channel. 

we’ve discovered the demon City Lord. Quickly gather at the city Lord’s Hall. 

After Zhang Shan finished, he sent the coordinates to the team channel. 

“You’ve found the demon City Lord so quickly?” 

“Yes, it’s definitely the demon City Lord. I saw the BOSS ‘name.” 

“Okay, I’ll be there soon.” 

After Zhang Shan had discovered the demon City Lord, there was no need to find the other Guild bosses. 



They quickly moved closer to the city master’s Hall. 

After a while, other than the Guild leaders who were still blocking the door, the others arrived one after 

another. 

Everyone looked into the city Lord’s Hall. 

After seeing the city Lord of the demon race, everyone’s faces were strange. 

“F * ck, what did I just see? is this one BOSS or two? Or is it a two-headed monster?” 

it’s a little far away, so I can’t really understand. It might be a two-headed monster. 

“That’s impossible. Don’t demons look similar to humans? how could there be a two-headed monster?” 

“who knows? why don’t you go in and take a closer look?” 

“nonsense, i don’t want to die.” 

After everyone had arrived, it was time to consider how to fight this Demon City Lord. 

feng yun realm said. 

“how do we fight this demon city lord? does anyone have any thoughts on this?” 

“What else do you need to think about? big boss six-barreled can just bring the support in and start the 

fight.” 

“Then are we going to fight the BOSS in the main hall? Isn’t the space inside a little too small? should we 

lure the demon race’s city Lord out and fight him?” 

“Yes, we should lure the demon City Lord out and fight him. There’s only so much space in the hall. 

When the demon City Lord uses his skill, we won’t even have a place to hide.” 

Zhang Shan thought for a while and also felt that he should pull the demon race’s city Lord out to fight. 

After all, the outside of the hall was spacious enough. 

If anything happened, they still had a chance to save him. 

Zhang Shan said. 

the support will wait outside. I’ll go in and pull the demon City Lord out. 

After Zhang Shan finished speaking, he rode the red Hare and rushed into the city Lord’s Hall. 

When Zhang Shan stepped into the main hall. 

the demon city lord stood up from his seat. 

Zhang Shan did not think about anything else and quickly ran outside. 

First, he had to drag the demon City Lord out. 

Just as Zhang Shan ran out of the hall, he heard the wind whistling behind him. 



The demon City Lord had already caught up to him. 

A real name BOSS was indeed different. Its speed was terrifying. 

Even if Zhang Shan was riding on the red Hare, he would not be able to outrun the real name BOSS. 

Two consecutive damages appeared on his body. 

Damage 190546,192467. 

Looking at the damage value, Zhang Shan did not panic at all. 

He felt that this Demon City Lord was a little weak. 

this damage value was not any higher than that of the garrison commander. 

However, why was the damage dealt by the demon City Lord so fast? 

Two lines of damage appeared at the same time? 

Regarding this, Zhang Shan was very puzzled. 

Forget it, let’s pull the demon City Lord further away first. 

When Zhang Shan ran out of the hall, a few support quickly helped him to add blood. 

Zhang Shan pulled the demon City Lord away from the city Lord’s Hall. 

He turned around and was about to launch a counterattack against the demon City Lord. 

Seeing the demon City Lord’s appearance, Zhang Shan could not help but be stunned. 

what the f * ck is this? 

The demon City Lord had two heads, four hands, and two bodies. 

There was a long health bar on each of the two heads. 

However, the problem was that the demon City Lord only had one name. 

It was because its two bodies were connected. 

was this a f * cking deformed monster? 

However, this was not the time to be conflicted. 

The demon City Lord held four large blades in his four hands and slashed at Zhang Shan continuously. 

The damage kept appearing above Zhang Shan’s head. 

Zhang Shan quickly retaliated, and the bullets flew out. 

after zhang shan fired back. 

The damage he dealt jumped back and forth between the two bodies of the city Lord. 

Seeing this, Zhang Shan could not help but be happy. 



Haha, this boss is easy to beat. 

This boss was specially prepared for his ejection passive. 

Zhang Shan launched a rapid attack on the demon City Lord. 

However, the demon City Lord was not weak either. With four blades in his four hands, he slashed at 

Zhang Shan’s body very quickly. 

With the support of his four hands, the speed of the demon City Lord’s attack was no slower than Zhang 

Shan’s attack speed. 

The damage kept appearing above Zhang Shan’s head. 

The few support classes standing behind Zhang Shan waved the weapons in their hands and kept on 

healing him. 

Just now, he almost couldn’t add it. 

However, after Zhang Shan’s counterattack, his own lifesteal ability was quickly reflected. 

Every time Zhang Shan fired, there would be 12 lines of damage. Each line of damage was around 50000 

to 60000. 

A single shot would drain more than 100000 HP, greatly relieving the support’s pressure of healing. 

After Zhang Shan had pulled the demon City Lord, the others did not attack him directly. 

Instead, he silently checked the demon City Lord’s attributes and skills. 

They were worried that the demon City Lord would end up like the garrison commander. 

He started with an AoE skill. 

If they rashly stepped forward, they wouldn’t even know if they would fall. 

Zhang Shan was the same. When he saw that his health bar had stabilized, he took the opportunity to 

check the attributes and skills of the demon race’s city Lord. 

Brooks, the Lord of the Twin demon cities (red): Level 70, attack 100000, HP 5 billion 

skill 1, silver moon blade technique, skill 2, chaotic slash, skill 3, demon god’s will, skill 4, sky blade. [ 

status: Holy demon’s protection ] 

[ Silver Moon blade technique: every slash from the demon City Lord Brooks will form a half-moon 

shape. ] 

Deals double damage to targets in front of you. Damage range: 10 yards. 

[ chaotic blade slash: the Lord of the demon City, Brooks, will occasionally go berserk and attack any 

enemy target in the surroundings, dealing triple damage. ] 

[ Demon God’s will: when in danger, the demon City Lord Brooks will summon the demon God’s will to 

assist in battle. ] 



[ sky blade: Brooks, the Lord of the demon City, comprehended a peerless blade technique. ] Skyblade’s 

might suppressed the world. 

10x damage, damage range of 100 yards. 

After looking at the attributes and skills of the demon City Lord, Zhang tie was stunned. 

Zhang Shan only wanted to say that this Brooks was indeed a real-name BOSS. He was so fierce. 

In terms of attributes. 

Brooks, the demon City Lord, was much stronger than the seven demon representatives. 

The demon City Lord’s HP was actually as high as five billion. 

Seeing this value, Zhang Shan was simply shocked. 

Was he serious? 

Such a high amount of HP was too much. 

In addition to its high HP. 

The skills of the demon City Lord Brooks were also not easy to match. 

Its first minor skill was an AoE skill. 

There was a certain restriction on the big shots in close combat. 

Fortunately, Brooks ‘Silver Moon blade technique only dealt damage to the target in front of him. 

It was similar to the Berserker’s Army obliteration skill. 

As long as those melee bosses stood behind the demon City Lord and attacked, they would not be 

affected. 

The first small skill of the demon City Lord was not hard to deal with. 

However, its second skill was very disgusting. 

Zhang Shan looked at it for a long time, but he still could not understand what this chaotic slash skill was 

all about. 

in the skill description, the demon city lord’s chaotic blade cut skill would attack any target in the 

surroundings. 

Does this mean that he’s randomly aggroing? 

In other words, when the demon City Lord Brooks used the chaotic blade cut skill ... 

It won’t be affected by hatred points and will randomly slash people? 

If that was the case, things would be difficult. 

It didn’t matter much if he killed someone else. 



please don’t kill those support players. 

If the demon City Lord used the chaotic blade cut skill to kill all of their support classes ... 

That would be impossible. 

zhang shan’s own ability to suck blood was very strong. 

It also had the passive boost of ejection. 

However, the city Lord of the demon race was also very fast. 

Four hands and four blades, slashing non-stop. 

Its attack speed was no slower than Zhang Shan’s. 

If there was no support to heal him. 

If he had to rely on Zhang Shan to suck his own blood, he would not be able to hold on for long. 

he needed an assistant. 

As for the demon City Lord’s final big move ... 

The name of the skill was very awesome. 

Skyblade. 

Just by looking at the name of the skill, one could tell that it was a terrifying skill. 

In fact, the demon City Lord’s ultimate move was indeed worthy of the name of heaven blade. 

The damage instantly exploded. 

Ten times the damage, a damage range of 100 yards. 

It looked terrifying. 

Fortunately, the demon City Lord’s Skyblade skill did not deal continuous damage. 

In other words, although the damage of the demon City Lord’s heaven blade was outrageously high ... 

However, it could only deal damage once. 

Zhang Shan only needed to survive once. 

Fortunately, it was like this. 

Otherwise ... 

Even if Zhang Shan activated his God’s descent skill, he would not be able to block more than a few 

attacks from Skyblade. 

One hit dealt one million damage. 

If it happened a few times in a row. 



He would not be able to withstand it no matter what. 

However, if it only dealt damage once, then there would be no problem. 

His current HP had already exceeded 660000. 

after activating the god’s descent skill. 

his hp could reach 1.3 million. 

It was not a big problem to block the damage of the demon City Lord’s Skyblade once. 

After seeing the demon City Lord’s attributes and skills, the others were also stunned. 

” f * ck, a BOSS with five billion hp, does it have to be so overpowered? ” 

“Yeah, this amount of blood is too terrifying.” 

“I have a question. The demon City Lord has two health bars. Does each have five billion health, or does 

the two health bars add up to five billion?” 

“Look at the health bar. There are numbers on the health bar. This demon Castellan has 2.5 billion HP 

each.” 

“Oh, that’s more like it. i thought that the demon city lord’s two hp bars would add up to 10 billion.” 

sigh, each health bar is 2.5 billion. That’s still a bit too much. It’s not going to be easy. 

it’s fine. The six-barreled boss’s ejection damage can jump up and down very quickly. 

” that’s right. fortunately, the six-barreled boss has such a passive skill. otherwise, we would have had to 

fight for a long time. ” 

“Let’s fight slowly.” 

After checking the attributes and skills of the demon City Lord, the others also followed up and attacked. 

As compared to long-ranged classes, as long as they put some distance between them, they could attack 

with any skill they wanted. 

the melee bosses were not so easy to control. 

They had to go around to the back of the demon City Lord and launch an attack from there. 

Otherwise, he would be cut by the Silver Moon blade technique of the demon City Lord. 

Brooks, the Lord of the demon City, could deal nearly 200000 damage with a single slash of the Silver 

Moon blade technique. 

They wouldn’t be able to withstand it. 

however, there was a limited space to attack from behind the demon city lord. 

Not many people could stand at once. 



Behind the demon City Lord, there were about a dozen melee damage dealers. 

However, there weren’t many big shots in the arena. 

There were less than thirty people in total. 

The remaining melee bosses were blocking the gate. 

More than a dozen melee bosses got into position to attack, while the others could only watch from the 

side. 

There was no place for them to stand. 

They couldn’t possibly stand in front of the demon City Lord and kill the monsters, right? 

That was an act of courting death. 

The demon City Lord’s Silver Moon blade technique could cut them down. 

Just like this. 

There were more than 70 of them, and they were here to fight the BOSS. 

Zhang Shan alone withstood the damage from the demon City Lord. 

Seven or eight support players were healing him. 

There were about 60 people, all wielding various weapons, and they began to attack the BOSS. 

As for the rest of the melee bosses who didn’t manage to get an attacking position. 

In that case, he could only watch the show from the side. 

 


